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The News Has Been

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

a

Constructive Booster for
Holland Since 1872
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Holland, Michigan. Thursday, April 12, 1928
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Republicans of

HOLLAND POLICE

Turn Your Clock Ahead

OLERT

CATCH THREE

News

Holland and vicinity is again

AUTO THIEVES'
WRECKED STOLEN CAR

for then this city goes

SAUGATUCK

Ter-Centenary of Reformed
BACK UP THE CANDIDACY OF
Church To Be Portrayed
HERBERT HOOVER FOR THE

back^o

daylight saving time.

PRESIDENCY

This year there will be no

The

local police have arrested
three young chaps Carl Tidd,
Ernest Doolittleand Janies Siegers, who have confessed to stealing
the Pontiac coach from (he garage
of John Bosch on West 17th street.
The only clue the officers had to
work with was that there were

and Fifteen Years Ago Today

By 500

confusionwith time in Western
Michigan since all the cities

FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY

FIFTEEN

AGO TODAY

The

“Bull-Moose" city ticket
Wednesday was declared a marnominated to oppose the Republiket day in Zeeland when the far- can ticket are Ed. Vnupcll, mayor;
mers will come to town with their Peter Van Kolken, clerk; John De
products.Many fine cattle and Koeyer, treasurer;John Nies, jus-j
tice; supervisors,Simon Bos, Sihogs will Im* shown on the streets

Town Where

Folks Really Live

Number 15

8 Pages

Duren

KNUTH GANG

IS

Chairman of

ROUNDED UP

County Meet

PAGEANT HERE

Endorse Governor Green and
Senator VandenBerg

reminded to set the clock ahead
one hour at midnight Saturday,

Items Taken From the Files of

Holland City News Fifty, Twenty-five

DIRECT CHURCH

President Coolidge

-

Atty. Van

IS TO

Ottawa Praise
Saturday!

2 Sections

Holland, the

BY POLICE

Republicans Appoint Delegates to State Convention
at Detroit

Ivocal Officers

Capture Leader

and Take Much Loot
DELEGATES PAY TRIBUTE TO
LATE HON. C. VAN LOO
CHIEF VAN RY TIPS OFF
OF ZEELAND
SHERIFF’S DEPARTMENT
AND RAID IS MADE
About 2(H) delegates from dif-

The Ottawa county Republican PAGEANT TO BE STAGED AT
convention meeting in the county
HOLLAND, KALAMAZOO.
make the change at once, incourt house at Grand Haven unaniGRAND
RAPIDS, MUSKEGON
mon Kleyn; aldermen, first ward, ferent parts of Ottawa county
cluding Grand Rapids, Allemously passed resolutionspraising
of our neighbors.
gang commonly known In
Peter Prins; second ward, John gathered at Grand Haven Wednesthe administration of President Elaborate arrangementsare began, (irand Haven, Muskegon,
During the blow of Wednesday Vanden Berg; third waul, Geo. day afternoon, called largely for police circles as the "Knuthgang”
Calvin Coolidge,and endorsing the
and Zeeland with which Holing made in Western Michiganto the schooner Tri-Colordragged Van l^uidcgend;fourth ward, purpose of nominating 19 delegates at West Olive, who have been anHerbert Hoover for president, Fred
celebrate the Ter-Centenaryyear her anchor and was beached in Thomas Bover, fifth ward, Arie to the state convention to be held noying Holland and Western Otthree young boys and one was
land is immediately connected.
Green for governor of Michigan
tawa for some time have been
of the Reformed Church in AmerVander Hill. Constables, ’£ho*.
heavy set and the licensenumber'
That is a semible idea for the
and Arthur H. VandenBergus ica, and no better body of men and Black Lake near Van Dyk’fl saw Eastman, J. C. Brown, Herman in Detroit on Wednesday, April captured. They have been carryof the car.
25,
and
to
transact
such
other
future if change in time at this
U. S. senator from this state.
women could be chosen to take on mill on the north side. Note:— Woltmun, Peter P.. Van Dyke, business as might properly be ing on their work with West Olive
Chief Van Ry wired the descripThe resolutionswere drawn up this work than the Alumni Associaas headquarters.
season of the year is to be a
This mill was located a few hun- M. J. Steketee.
tion and license number of the car
brought before the meeting.
by
Mrs. G. J. Diekema, Charles tion of Hope College.
What lead te the rounding up of
permanent
thing.
to all police headquarters and reThe convention named Attorney
dred feet east of the Vac-a-Tap Little Herbert Dyke, son of conMcBride of Holland and F. M.
The 300th anniversary is theretractor and Mrs. Frank Dyke, Arthur Van Duren as chairman of the gang was a complaintfrom
ceived a call from Saugatuck
Co. plant.
Church of Grand Haven, committee
fore receiving the solid backing of
residing at 78 W. 15th street, fell the gathering Wednesday und the Cooks Mill on River Avenue that
Wednesday statinga Pontiac coach
appointed.
City
clerk
J.
A.
Roost
has
moved
the
Alumni
and
already
an
execufrom'the front porch steps Sunday man from Holland very thought- three barrels of flour had been
of that description and with the
The resolutionswere ably read
stolen between Saturdayand Sunlicense number
wrecked ZEELAND POULTRY MEETING by Mrs. Diekema and follow below: tive committeehas been appointed to a residence at the corner of und fractured nil leg above the fully asked the delegates to arise
to stage a pageant that will por- River and 2nd street, near the knee. The littlefellow will be laid and remain standing for one min day nights. This dovetailed with
and ditched there and had reTONIGHT
Whereas, we the Republican tray the founding, the struggles, brick yard. Note:— This brick yard up for some weeks. Dr. C. J.
the report brought in by Officer
ceived the information about the
ute with bowed Hoad in memory of
delegates of Ottawa County, are
Rufus Cramer who late Saturday
was
located
where
the
Donnelleythe
trials,
the
development,
and
the
Fisher
is
attending
him.
boys also.
I the Hon. C. Van Loo, who since the
A meeting of the Zeeland Poul- gatheredin county convention to crowning successes of this great Kelly Glass Co. is now located.
A Christian Insane asylum is to last convention hail passed away night saw an old man patrol forth
Working on these clews the local try and Pet Stock Association will
consider the continuedservice of
and hack in front of Cooks Mill.
Jeff Davis will deliver the Me- lx* built at Cutlerville at a cost of
church organization.The execupolice arrested the three boys and
hut who before that time had not
be held at the office of the Modern our great organizationto the
The man seemed agitated and
tive stalf named are: Dr. John morial Day address at Macon, Ga. $80,000.
after questioning them found they Poultry Breeder tonight, April 13,
failed to attend a county meet in
nation,be
•
when a mi Touched by the officer
The schooner Little Bell arrived
p
Dykstra of Grand Rapids, prepi
Du Mez Bros, are celebrating
had stolen this car and had also to which every member is requested
Resolved, that we express our
stated that he was waiting for
in
this
port
with
a
cargo
of
stone
dent; Dr. E. J. Blekkink,
kink, Holl
Holland,
their fifteenth anniversary in busitaken cars before this, going for a to come. Important matters will
hearty approval of the sterling and
someone to ride home and gave a
joyride and then leaving them Come up and it is necessary that all constructive leadership given the vice president;Miss Hanna Hoekje, for a flour mill buildingerected at ness. Note: — They could celebrate
fake name as was shown aftersecretary; Prof. Simon Heemstra, Hamilton by Geerlings & Co.
their thirtieth today.
along the road. They also con- come out.
U. S. of A. by President Calvin treasurer. The associationelected
ward.
o
fessed to stealing gasoline from
City ylerk Richard Overway was
Coolidge and his able, efficient and Miss Hoekje as editor of the Book
Just as the officer was about
the Thompson Manufacturing Mrs. Hendrika Van Kooy will economical
re-elected for that office over Peter
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
administration; and be of Words, to be based on 300 years
to depart he noticed a commotion
Company warehouse and draining
Van
Kolken,
Bull
Moose,
and
De
hack of the mill and a car without
leave Saturday,April 28, on the it further
TODAY
gas from parked cars.
Witt, Socialist.Overway polled a
Resolved, that since in accordlights rushed out of the alley. The
SS
Rotterdam for an extended
They stated they took the Pontotal vote of 1,229; Van Kolken,
ear might have been parked there
visit among relatives and friends ance with the state and county
tiac and went to Watervlict,
E.
Longtine
has
purchased
sev304;
and
De
Witt,
245.
in the Netherlands. She expects| presidential primary results Herhut anyway Cramer was bound to
wrecking the car at Saugatuck on
Tobe Van Dyke, I<eo Halley and
eral lots at Jenison Park and will
investigate and found a window
to be gone the greater part of the bert C. Hoover is the overwhelmtheir return and this lead to their
Henry Geerds left Saturday for
broken. He returned to the sidesummer. She bought her tickets ing choice of Republicans for
build on them.
arrest.
Detroit and will work in an autowalk but the old man and the autoof the J. B. Mulder foreign steam- president,we believe our district
The
German
Galutine Co. filed mobile factory.
They were arraigned before ship agency.
and state delegates should be inmobile had disappeared. The offiarticles
of
association
with
the
secBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Justice Charles K. Van Duren and
structed to support delegates to
cer called up Mr! Cook who said
o
retary of state. Capital stock Steketee,134 E. 17th St., a daughTidd and Doolittle were placed unthe place had been broken into but
Paul
Ruder
will be th? speaker the nationalconvention who are in
$82,500. Note: — The Vac-a-Tap ter.
der $1,000 bond and Siegers who
sympathy with the Hoover candisaid nothing was missing at tho I
Friday evening in the evangelistic
plant
was
the
Galctine
Co.
buildJohn
H.
Schouten
can
hivery
is under 17 years of age is being
dacy; and be it further
time but reported the flour afterservices
which
arc
being
held
in
ing.
thankful that a man who struck at
held in the city jail and will be
Resolved, that Ottawa County j
wards.
The Pere Marquette discontinued him Saturday night with a knife,
taken care of by Judge James the Coliseum. Grand Rapids. The Republicans endorse in unreserved
Cramer had a thoroughaiscripits ticket office and depot at Ag- for defending two girls, was not
Danhof of the Probate Court Findley Jubilee singers are also at terms the outstanding administraAttorney A. VAN DUREN
tion of the man who while not givth?
Coliseum
this
week.
new.
Lack
of
business.
lietterskilled in the art of caning.
where juvenilecases arc taken.
tion of Gov. Fred W. Green and his
Chairmanof Convention
ing his right name said he livea in
Dr. Henry E. Doskcr has sold his Mr. Schouten might have tx'en cut
efforts to put the commonwealth
West Olive. Cramer also thought
residence on West 13th street to up very badly instead of having a
on a firm financial footing and that
half century: There was not u he remembered the man’s face and
attorney
Geo.
E.
Kollen
for
$3, POO.
ruined
coat.
Saturday
night
four
we pledge him our support for his
convention during that time when thought the police had dealings
Mr. and Mrs. Kollen will occupy men followedtwo girls und insulted the voice of that old veteran of with him before,and knew that a
renomination and re-clection;and
it when the doctor loaves for them. The girls took refuge in the civil war was not heard and his
be it further
man of that descriptiondid live in
l.ouisville,Ky.
Schouten’s drug store. The men presence always called for a ring- West Olive. This was verifiedat
Resolved, that we congratulate
Miss
Jeannette
Van
Putten
and
remained
outside
and
seemed
conthe governor on his appointment
ing speech and it never failed to ixjliceheadquarterswhen Chief
Andrew WesteiYiof were wed.
tent to wait until the girls should materialize. The absence of the
of Arthur 11. Vandcnberg as SenVan Ry ulso identified the man reJohn De Graaf has the contract tome out. Mr. Schoutenwent out Hon. Van Loo was plainly evident membering him as living in Wert
ator from Michigan. In doing so
for building a new house on East j and told the fellowsto move along and feel by all present.
he has recognized outstanding
Olive.
12th street for H. W. Huize, cost- and quit bothering the girls, and
ability, character . and statesmanCounty Clerk Wm. Wilds was
The chief then armed Officers
ing $3,000.
immediatelyone of them began next named the secretary of the Cramer and Steketee with a search
ship and a clean, vigorous RepubHope church wedding took slashing at him with a knife. convention after which the follow- warrant und they motored to West
licanism. In the very prime of his
place Wednesday when Mrs. G. G. Schouten warded off the blows us ing committees were appointed:
physical and mental powers, deepOlive und with a descriptionof the
Brooks, the well-known Holland best he could and escaped with but
ly grounded in constitutionalism
Committee an organization and man they found it was August
photographerwas wed to H. W. a few cuts in his coat. His assail- perminent order of business— Knuth. They rapped for admitand historicresearch, an eloquent
FRED OLERT
Williams of Chicago. Dr. J. T. ant got away with his friends, hut Austin Harrington, Holland, E. J. tance and Knuth, wHo is 56 years
orator and close student of our
Director of Pageant
Bergen performed the ceremony, today a warrant was issued for his McCall, Spring Lake; J. N. Clark, old, came to the door nd a depolitical history, the new senator
has every promise of a brilliant of historyof the Reformed Church. while Prof. H. Veghtc presided at arrest, charging him with assault Zeeland.
The question is easily answered.
mand was made to have the house
future of which Michigan will lx*
Credentials—Judge James Dan- searched. Knuth was very much
The history is to be divided into the pipe organ. Mrs. M. E. King and battery with intent to do seriEvery person with important paous harm.
justly proud; and be it further
hof, Grand Haven; Henry Vander surprised but knew the game was
five periods, and each of these was matron of honor.
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Resolved, that we pledge Sen- epochs have been written by persona
ator Vandenberg our support for of dramaticability and those who
renomination and re-election;and have lived in the atmosphere of the
be it further
church, and have read or have
Resolved, that realizingthat the heard a great deal of church hissafety of our form of government tory as this relates to the Redepends entirely upon exercising formed Church of America.
our wide spread use of the ballot
These dramatists are: Willis
we urge that in every community Oosterhof,salutatorian of class
a vigorous effort to be made to 1928, Hope; Miss Lois Brockmeier
bring all voters to the polls; and who also wrote the "book of words”
finally be it
of "The Pageant of 1926"; Milton
Resolved, that recognizing that J. Hoffman, professor in New
only the party which keeps its rec- Brunswick Seminary, N. J.;; Mrs.
ord clean and above reproach is a John Dykstra, of Grand Rapids,

as:

—stocks and bonds
—duplicate income
—insurance

tax reports

policies

—mortgages and deeds
—contracts, wills

or jewelry and other valuables.

Rent

a
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in our Safe Deposit Vault.

Annual rental $3.00 and upwards.
Come in any time to inspect our equip-
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SBuehler
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D

Market
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The Food Emporium

Sausage,

..........

.

...............10c
......... IS'/ic

Lean Strips of Bacon
Regular Hams,

..

Whole

Fancy Pork Loin

Roast

or Half

.....

.

.....

.....

........ .............
.

Buehler’sBest

Flour

....

18c

......

1.15

D

....... 10c
....... 13c

D

2 Cans ol Old Dutch Cleanser ........
.

......

n

........... 95c

3 Bars P. and G. Soap .... .............

Post Bran Flakes, pkg ......

-

D

17c

................. W/ic

3 lb. can Maxwell House CoHee .....
24'/2 lbs. sack of

15c

...................

Fresh made Cottage Cheese

n

..................12'/2C

Sugar Cured Bacon Squares

.

—

Groceries of jj

National Repute.

D Buehler Bros.,

jj

OXE3E

HOLLAND,

Inc.,

,

34 W. 8th

MICH.
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---

„

-

n

U

-

-

)

-
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---

-

;

WOMAN

„

in

........... 10c

Government Inspected Meats.

.

Hoi-

ONLY

Fresh Pork Shoulders [nice lor Roast]

Zeeland.

agency.

Holland

of

MEAT & GROCERY SPECIALS FOR SATURDAY

Pure Pork

Warf, Holland; Zeth Coburn, Hud- up when he saw OfficerCramer.
sonville.
Besides the flour the police deRichard Overway was in Grand
Resolutions— Mrs. G. J. Diekema, partment found a great many othHaven on legal business Wednes- Holland; F. M. Church, Grand er things stolen from cottages at
day.
Haven; Charles McBride,Holland. Port Sheldon, the Hedders oil staFloyd Flanders,acting scout- A committeewas next appointed tion near Lakewood,and also some
master of Troop 19 of Fennville, by the chair to select delegates to large hams that had been stolen
G. J. Diekema left for Washing- was a caller at Holland headquar- the state convention and the dele- from the home of Mr. Sillimun,
gates chosen to be approved by the U. S. 31, two of which were found
ton, D. C., where he is attending ters Saturday.
a beet sugar tariff meeting. He
Elmer Schilleman of Holland is county convention when the report cooking in a kettle on the stove
will be away until Monday.
moving to Grand Haven and will was submitted. This committee when the officers entered.
was composed of Hugh Lillie, The two sons, August Knuth, Jr.,
Roy Mooi, a local high school live at 312 Franklin street.
Grand Haven; Ben Mulder, Hol- 19, and Albert Knuth, 21, who were
student, has been teaching Mr.
Edith Slighter has returned to land; Harrison H. Averill, Coop- also implicated,were not at home
Hinga's fifth hour history class.
Holland school after having been ersville;G. M. Cline, Spring Lake; when tne officers arrived. In fact
party worthy of governmentalformerly Miss Irene Staplekamp Mr. and Mrs. H. V. Bolt and absent for the past five weeks, due Anmis De Kruif, Zeeland.
they had disappeared.Knuth was
son, Junior, of Grand Haven, to an operation for appendicitis.
trust and responsibility,we do' who was one of Hope's first winThis committee after a great kept in the city jail, however, for
spent
Easter
Sunday
with
Rev.
Joseph M. Burpee, 66, died deal of deliberation,selected the three days and in the meantime
hereby urge that Republicans ning orators; Mrs. Adriana Kolyn
everywhere should endorse only Elferdink, Grand Rapids, who also and Mrs. Jacob Prins of Forest Wednesday morning at Fennville. following delegates to be sent to Chief Van Ry called up the sherGrove.
He had been in the postoffice serv- the state conventionat Detroit: iff’s department told them lie had
such men and women for office wrote the pageant of 1916.
Mr. and Mrs. Jass. C. De Pree ice for eight years. He was horn Mrs. G. J. Diekema, Holland, dele- at least one of the men locked up
who will see that blots are kept The title of the spectacleis "The
from the party escutcheon.
Pageant of The Word” which is al- of Zeeland returned Friday from in Hastings. The widow and one gate at large; Angus De Kruif, for the Holland offense and stated
ready completed and the cast will Miami, Fla., where they spent the daughter,Mrs. Fred Vanllartes- Zeeland; Leo C. Lillie, Grand that they also found a great deal
Haven; H. R. Andre, Georgetown;of loot taken from cottages In the
soon have the hook of words in winter. They returned by way of veldt of Caseville, survive.
I)E JONG ACCEPTS
Washington,D. C.
hand.
The common council of Zeeland F. M. Church, Grand Haven; John county which naturally was in the
HEKIVJAN LIBRARY The presentation will lx* in the Mrs. Elizabeth Zylstra of West has decided to allow citizens to Mulder, Holland- William Wilds, sheriff’s district.
At the advice of assistantprosehands of an old director, namely, Main-st. is spending a week at the voice their opinion in the purchase Grand Haven; Charles K. Van DuThe Hekman library,a gift to Frederick Olert of the Western home of her sister, Mrs. Henry of a new fire truck which local fire- ren, Holland; Claude C. Vander cutor Den Herder the police search
Calvin college and seminary by Theological Seminary, who so suc- Van Ry, in Holland.
men believe is needed by the city. Veen, Grand Haven; Walter Groth, warrant was handed over to deputy
Mrs. Edske Hekman and her sons, cessfullydirected "The Pageant of
—Zeeland Record.
The propositionis to be put before Holland* James J. Danhof, Grand Beckman, who with Sheriff Kamin memory of her husband, was reMr. and Mrs. Albert La Huis of the electors early in July. The Haven; Fred C. Ehrmann, Spring ferbeek and other deputies of the
cently dedicated,and the keys were
Zeeland have returned during the pumper proposed throws 600 gal- Lake; Benjamin A. Mulder, Hol- sheriff’s department,made a secturned over to Dr. Y. P. De Jong,
past week from California where lons of water per minute and also land; E. J. McCall, Spring Lake; ond search, found the loot in quespresident of the board of trustees,
Frank Scholten, Coopersville,tion and arrested the two Knuth
has ladders and chemical tank.
they spent the winter.
by Gilbert L. Daanc, chairman of
George C. Borck, township Grand boys. One of them was found hidMr.
and
Mrs.
Gerrit Visch of
State CommercialSavings Bank
the building committee.
Haven; Jurret M. Clark, Zeeland; ing in the home and the other in
Zeeland
will celebrate their 58th of Zeeland was given a judgment
In accepting the gift, Dr. De Jong
8. A. Hinkle, Holland, D. F. Pagel- a shack nearby.
wedding anniversary on Saturday, by Judge Cross in Ottawa county
expressed the appreciation of the
The young men were given a
sen, Grand Haven.
April 14th. The children,grand- 1 circuit court, of $562.66 against
entire Christian Reformed denomithorough sweatingand admit the
children, and great-grandchildren Anthony Beyer and the Owen Botnation for the building. "The lirobbery of five cottages at Port
ONLY TWINS IN
will be present to hell
help them cele- tie Co. was awarded $3,462.03
brary," said he, “is the result of
HOLLAND SCHOOL Sheldon, one belonging to Fred C.
brate.
against Fred S. Bertsch, living on
the faith, loyalty and devotion of
Locke of Grand Rapids, the oil
Peter Van Lange velde of Hoi- the park road west of Holland and
the man in whose memory it has
station near I«ikewoodFarm and
maker
of
Dutch
cherry
cider.
Holland has been visitingat Zeebeen founded."
Jerald Slagh, youngsters at New many other places.
land at the home of Peter DamHolland's new council will be Holland,startedgoing to school for
The building is of colonial design
The police and sheriff’s departstra during the past week.
formally organized next Wednes- the first time there. The brothers ment are now endeavoring to conand is constructed of red brick with
stone and terra cotta trim. It is of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Litchard and day evening, when Mayor-elect Er- are twins and, strange to say, ac- nect the Knuth gang up with other
son Gerald of Holland spent Tues- ' nest C. Brooks will succeed Mayor cording to the school records, there robberies.
an architecture that harmonizes
day at the home of Mr. and Mrs. N. Kammeraad. Personnel of the have been no other twins at New
with the main college building and
The eldor man claims this is the
with the hoys’ dormitory, the only
Lee Warren of
[ councilwill include four new aiderHolland schools in thirty years. first time he has been in trouble
other buildings on the campus.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Plantinga men in John Woltman, Wm. C. Van Entering with them in the class and that he stole the hams as the
There are bookstacks on the main
and daughter of 287 West 13th denberg, Fitz Jonkman and Schol- was a little friend, Paul Dennie family needed food. The sheriff is
ten. The councilwill lose its dean Van der Zwaag.
floor, basement and second story.
not inclinedto believe this as the
Street, returned last week from an
Two seminary rooms and a workfamily had plenty of chickens and
extendedtrip to the Netherlands. in Arthur Drinkwater,
served 19 years.
room for rebinding books are instock on the place. Mrs. Knuth
They reurned on the SS Volendam.
„ „ FORMER OVKRISEL
cluded. The Hekmans arc wellPASSES
and a little daughter were at home
They report a wonderful trip Next Sunday evening Rev. C. P.
known in Holland and have their
but claimed they knew nothing of
abroad. Tickets were purchased of 1 Dame, pastor of Trinity Church,
summer homes north of takewood
Mrs. Diena J. Volmari, wife of the whereabouts of the men of
the J. B. Mulder
! Central Ave. and 20th street, will
SIMON HEEMSTRA
Farm No. 1.
Peter Volmari, died Monday at her their family. They were arraigned
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Streur of
w'11' his si»th swie' of
Business Manager of Pageant
sermons which he has preached at home at Muskegon.She formerly before Justice Charles K. Van Duland spent Friday with their
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Westra of
Trinity church. The subject of resided in Grand Rapids. She ren Monday afternoon,charged
brother and sister,Mr. and Mrs. F.
284 East 11th Street and Mr. and 1926," picturing the birth of this
the new series is "A Study of the leaves besides her husband one with larceny.
Huizenga
and
family
at
Zeeland.
Mrs. Rcnsc Sybesma of 205 East nation, the founding of Holland
Home.” The following subjects daughter, Mrs. Paul R. Hughes, The two hoys were bound over
Cornelius C. Riemersma has will be considered during the com- three grandchildren,Kathryn, Mal- to the August term of circuit court
9th Street, all of Holland, expect and the establishingof Hope Colpurchasedthe Elmer Brandt farm ing Sunday evenings: 1. "Young com and Kent Hughes of North bonds of $3,000 each, and the man
to leave on Saturday, May 5th, on lege here.
The pageant in this city is to at Noordeloos.
the Holland-America Line SS
People and Marriage." 2. "Mar- Muskegon, and a brother, Gerrit on $1,000. None of them were able
Volendam for a visit in the Neth- be given in the wonderful amphito make bond and they are being
Mrs. Mary Nies sold her forty- riage." 3. Husband and Wife." J. Koning of Grand Rapids.
erlands. The tickets were pur- theatre on the baseball diamonds on acre farm in East Holland to Ger- 4. "The Father in the Home.” 5.
Born at Zeeland, Feb. 4, 1861, confined in the county jail at
chased of J. B. Mulder, agent for the campus grounds. The gradual rit S. Bosch of Holland. Nobel “The Mother in the Home." 6. she later moved with her parents, Grand Haven.
slope on two sides of the grounds Shearer, who occupied the place, “Parents and Children." 7. "Chil- Mr. and Mrs. Remmelt Koning, to
foreign steamshiplines.
o
make it very desirable as a place will move to Holland.
dren and Parents." 8. “The Oyerisel.She was married to MISS KATE PFANST1EHL TO
Gordon Bouwens of New Gron- where several thousands can be
WED EAST LANSING MAN
When chicks have arrived to Brother in the Home.” 9. "The Peter Volmari, Dec. 24, 1880, and
ingen, a school student, who broke seated without any view obstruc- sufficientsize for broilers, the Sister in the Home." 10. "The they went to Grand Rapids in 1K81, Grand Rapids Herald:
residing there until 1907, when
! his arm some time ago, agaiir suf- tion. The hard level diamonds is
Mrs. A. C. Van Raalte, East 16th
chick season is on in real earnest, Whole Home for Christ.”
they went to Muskegon. Before her St., Holland, has announced the enfered the misfortuneof breaking especiallysuitable as a stage and and that is right now. On Monday,
The
monthly meeting of the
the dense foliage to the south and D. Vos of Zeeland shipped four
marriage Mrs. Volmari joined the gagement of her sister, Miss Kate
the same arm.
Brotherhood of First Reformed
west a fitting background.
o
crates of broilers, the first to leave church, Zeeland, was a gathering Reformed church at Overise! with Pfanstiehl of Grand Rapids to
No doubt a loud speaker system here this season.
49 others. While living in Grand .Jacob Schepers of East ---Mr. Albert Marlink of Holland
I^ansing.
of about 100 men. Prof. Paul
was a caller at the home of his is to be installed as before, in orRapids she was a member of hirst The wedding will be an event of the
A
divorce decree was issued to Hinkamp of Hope college and Wilder that the spoken words may be
Reformed church, now Central Re- 1 summer,
parents at Zeeland, Monday.
heard plainly blending in with a Anna I^mke against Charles liam VandeWatcr,directorof phy- formed church. While living
Miss Pfanstiehl has been .
Lemke of Ottawa county by Judge sical training in the local schools,
Rev. John Lanting of the First cast of 500 who will act in pantoMuskegon Heights, she helped or- necled with the accounting departaddressed the meeting. Plans for
Cross.
ganize the Covenant Reformed ’ ments of the James Bayne comOrthodox Baptist Church will con- mime.
a permanent organizationwere church.
Holland alone will not see th?
Funeral serviceswere held j pany, IndustrialMortgage & Induct a Baptismal service in the
Thursday morning at the Covenant , vestment company, Blodgett
Second Orthodox Baptist Church, pageant. It is also to be staged at eral pageant director,and Prof. ; fostered.
Simon Heemstra of Hope College j Gerrit Neerken of this city and Reformed church with Rev. J. E. tal and the Grand Rapids
corner Gold and Californiastreets, Grand Rapids, Muskegon and Kalamazoo, where the Reformed as general business manager. Both Benjamin Neerken of Zeeland will Stegeman officiating. Intermentcompany in recent years.
Grand Rapids, Sunday at 3 P. M.
church has many congregations. these men have had a great deal simultaneously celebrate their whs in Oak Hill cemetery in Grand
o
Mr. Schepers is treasuerer
Michigan State college at
The following pupils in the New The four cities are the center of of experience.Mr. Olert, it will birthday anniversaries next Sun- Rapids.
be
remembered,
is
the
young
man
day.”
Although
Benjamin
is
10
Lansing, presidentof East
Holland school received A in their this denominationin the West.
The agricultural class of the bank and prominent in v
The pageant will Im* staged early who so ably directed “The Pa- years older than Gerrit, their annispelling this week: Alvin Hop, Marian Kruithoff, Harriet Maatmnn, in June and all Reformed churches, geant of 1926" presented two years versaries occur on the same day. high school have planted 12 maple Lansing business activities.
Alice Van der Zwaag, Angeline city and rural are united in mak- ago, while Mr. Heemstra has had Their oldest brother, who died sev- trees on the high school grounds.
Van Heuvelen,Thomas Kepenga, ing this church drama a great sue- considerablechantauqua experi- eral years ago and who was two It is expected the trees eventually Mr. Carl Este°lle anT
once a. well a? brine manager of years older than Benjamin, also had will replac ho old pine lives,
Jean R. Singh. JeanetteVeenho- CCS9*
were some of which are showing indicaThe executive committee ap- the Lyceum courses put on at the same anniversary. There
vrn, Alma D.. Bwu'vcf,Jean Hop.
only three brothersin the family. Jtions of decay.
pointed Mr. Frederick Olert gen- 1 Hope.
and Edward Hofkemeyer.
.< •
•A,

Em

A‘ s‘
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THE HOLLAND OTY NEWS
was arrested Saugatuck village will hold a speannounced that they were moving
by Officer Dick Homkes rial election April 24th to decide on
into the wrong house.
for making a disturbance at the a proprosal to grant a franchise to
(Second Floor)
Their correct destination was
Excavationwill be started this three blocks away, so back went
roller skating area provided by Hoi- the Southern Michigan Light and
land police. He was fined $10 this Power company to operate in the week for the new bass ponds of the furniture on the van.
fUBUSHlD EVERT THUBSDAT
morning including the costs. villagefor a period of 30 years^ the Holland Game and Fish club.
Thursday marked a memorable
Mr. and Mrs. J. Bulthuis of The World Wide Workers, a girls The levels were run last week by
Term $1JM per jmi with a
Henry Schuil of Grand Rapids,
TMM MMM M*
•I Me to tboM peylnf to
Grand Haven announce the engage- missionary society of the M. E. state supervisor of rearing ponds. occasion in the family of Albert
Setae of Adverttatofmade
ment o ftheir daughter, Elizabeth, church, met at Mary Kuite s home The job will be completedwithin Speet, dairyman. The day will be
fy Junius
featured with four anniversaries,
to Gerrit DeHaan of Holland. The on West Eighth street, for their
a few weeks. The grounds are one of which is a wedding and
wedding
will
take
place
the
last
of
regular
meeting,
ae SeoMd-Cfaui Matter at
beautifully located about midway three birthday anniversaries.
A Michigan judge has decided FranklinVan Ry who was in- Elmer Poppe, Violet Poppe, Mr. this
at Holland.Mich, an*
jj. Fry, supervisor of Al- between Holland and Zeeland. It
Mrs. Speet and two children,Jothat
a
man
is
head
of
the
houseKing
of
Lansing,
and
Ray
Poppe
ter the act of Confrere, March. 18*7.
jured in an auto accident a week
The C. E. Society of the Third legan township, was elected chair- is hoped to have 50,000 bass hanna and Elmer, will observe
hold. Which means that a lot of ago is somewhat better and was of Charlotte were week end visitors
planted
in
the
ponds
by
June
1.
Reformed church held a social man of the board of supervisors
their birthday anniversariessimulwomen are going to be in contempt able to sit up today.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
meeting Monday evening. About when they convened today. Mr.
QUEER REASONING of court from now on.
taneously and for good measure
Poppe.
Charles G. Clapp, son of PostMOVE IN WRONG HOUSE Mr. and Mrs. Speet will celebrate
twenty-six members were present. Fry has represented his township
A quiet wedding ceremony took After a business meeting was held on the board for the past ten years
master R. Clapp of Saugatuck has
their eigbteentnanniversary of
ALLENDALE
A disappointedmaiden lady’s just
An ordinary citizen who inbeen made asst, superintendent place at the parsonage of the First the following interestingprogram Heading the financecommittee, one
their marriage. Johanna will be
conception of matrimony: “A grass
M. E. Church when Dr. J. C. Wil- was given: readings by V. Boone, of the most important, is Samuel
ringed on the law by parking his
15 and Elmer 10 years of age.
widow is a woman who has lost her of constructionof Coolidge dam at
While
she
endeavored
to
make
lits united in marriageOlive Har- vocal solo by Raymond McGilvra, J. Hanna, Leighton supervisor and
enr in the wrong place or exceed- illusionsand misplaced her hus- San Carlos, near Phoenix, Ariz.
the key fit the lock the other day
ris, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C.
board chairman the past two years
Abel Sybesma of the Yonker M. Harris, and Earnest Edwards of readings by Ethel Cumingan.
ing the speed limit, is summarily band."
Mrs. Funckes wondered what was WEST ALLEGAN SCHOOLS
Carl
Warner,
Wayland,
was
apPlumbing Company has left for De- Newago, Thursday. They were acdealt with, fined, and made to feel
Rev. J. Vander Berg of Chicago, pointed chairman of the roads and the matter with their new house.
TO HOLD SPELL-DOWN
We wonder how many ardent troit, where he will take a week’s companied by Mr. and Mrs. M. W. made the principal talk at the
that he is an undesirablecharacter
bridge committee, and Joseph Nearby stood Funckes while in the
Holland gardeners know that mari- course in the Kelvinator school.
Lion’s club luncheon Monday noon Bartz Dorr, the equalization,two backgroundwas a moving van and
Huyser,
and lucky to be out of the peniten- golds were once called Helichryse.
The annual spelling match of
at the Warm Friend Tavern, his major committees.Several chang- the family belongings.Mrs.
Arie Vander Hill, a former alMr.
Bert
Cranmer,
local
fireman
tiary.
Funckes got the door unlocked and the rural schools of western Allederman in the sixth ward, who suftopic being ‘“The Model Father.”
es
were
made
in
all
committees
by
spme of the furniture was placed gan county is to be held in the
On the other hand, an honest-to- Rats in cities are a great eco- fered a stroke of paralysisabout a and HenriettaDuer, daughter of
Mrs. John Duer of Fremont were
nomic waste; and the worst of all month ago, is improving.
Oscar Briggs post, American Le- Fry, the new chairman. Four new inside. Funckes, who had been Fennville high school Saturday.
goodness crook who helped steal
united in marriapo Sunday evening gion, Allegan will give a dance in members, Wesley Fry, Stewart
are the sort that walk on two legs.
Mr. and Mrs. J. De Graaff and in the Christian Reformed church its hall Saturday evening. Music Agan, Allegan city; Mack Atwater,
the $600,000,000worth of loot that
Miss Bessie De Graaff and Mr. and at Fremont by Rev. Mr. Holtrop at
This year Sunday fooled
is to be supplied by a women's or- Ganges, and Frank Hall, Gunplains,
was taken from property owners
Mrs. Peter Zee, all of Grand Rap- the regular services. The couple
were seated today. The board now
young
Holland
April
foolers.
chestra of Chicago.
last year, is treated in a manner
ids, were visitorsat the Paul Zee will reside in Holland at 197 West
numbers 28 members, with the adMrs.
Marion
Smalley,
67,
died
which permits and encourages the
home, 93 East 10th street, yester- Fourteenth street.
dition of the two new city members.
April can generally be depended
yesterday
in
the
local
hospital,
folcontinuanceof these thefts.
upon to produce what March over- day.
tv
Word was received from Holly- Superintendent E. E. Fell took lowing an operation last Thursday. ARRANGEMENTS FOR
It is even difficult to secure the looked.
Theodore Shank to meet the teach- She was an active worker in church,
wood, California, that Mr. and Mrs.
passage of legislation which interC.
OF
C.
ers
of
the
various
schools
Monday
clubs
and
the
O.
E.
S.,
and
was
a
A Michigan exchange is headed: Jake Fris are registered in the so he could explain his work with past matron of the Stars. SurvivNEARLY COMPLETED
feres with the business of “fences”
"Pneumonia Gets Grip in Chicago” Hollywod Plaza Hotel.
ing are the widower, three daugh(the receivers and sellers of stolen —the gunmen must have overHub Harrington and daughter the Junior Red Cross. Both men ters,
one son and seven grandchil- Arrangements for the annual
have returned from Florida where took their master’s degree at the
looked it.
property).
same
institution, Columbia Univer- dren. Funeral services will be held Holland chamber of commerce supthey spent the winter.
Thursday afternoon from the home. per are rapidly being completed,
A lobbyist is a person who is Gerrit Geerds, who has been sity of New York.
ORATORY CONTESTS
“God’s fearful warning against with the engagement of one
trying to put over something you spending a number of weeks in
Holland lodge, No. 1116 Loyal
speaker and a decision to banquet
PLANS COMPLETED think ought not to be put over. This Californiahas returned to Holland Order
of Moose, electedthe follow- the Beast and his Image” (Rev. 14:
9-12), will be the sermon subject on April 23 at the Masonic temple.
definitionshould tickle Gov. Fred this past week.
ing officers for the ensuing years:
J. H. Pound, secretary of the
next Sunday night at 7:30 o’clock
Considerable interest is being Green.
Mrs. Sam Althuis has returned dictator,Peter Boven; vice diety,
Benton
Harbor chamber of comin
the
S.
D.
Adventist
church,
12
taken in the sub-district oratorical
from the Mayo Brothers’ Hospital Henry Alderink; prelate, John Hop;
When the voters weigh lightly at Rochester, Minn., where an oper- treasurer,Wm. Zietlow;trustee for East 13th street, near Central ave- merce, will be a speaker and hopes
contestfor hiph schoolsto be held
in Zeeland Friday. Winners there their suffrage duties light weights ation was performed on her hand 3 years, Bert Rosendahl; sergeant nue by Rev. R. G. Klingbeil, pastor. are held out that J. C. Beukema,
secretary of the Muskegon chamwill representthe subdistrict in the get into office.
in which a needle had become im- at arms, W. Norlin; I; G. G. Oude- The following questions will be anber, may be secured as the second
swered:
Who
is
the
Beast
?
What
district contest later.
bedded. She can now use the fing- molin; O. C. John Bredeweg.
The acme in daring, Commander ers of her hand.
is his Image? What fearful warn- speaker. The 200 members will atThe Zeeland school is repreJudge A. S. Butler and School ing does the Lord give to his peo- tend the supper without payment.
sented by Miss Winona Wells in Heinie Geerds contends, is a paciWynand Wichers left Monday for CommissionerG. V. Fales will give
the declamatory contest and in the fist spending his vacation in Chiple? What will be the result for
Pella, Iowa, where he will deliver talks on children at the P. T. A.
TOASTMASTER
oratory the school will be repre- cago.
two addresses m the interest of the meeting at Lindsley school, Chesh- those who heed not that message ?
AT
BANQUET
TONIGHT
sented by Miss Arlo Van Peursem,
What
will
the
message
do
for
God’s
Tercentenary of the Reformed
Manager Petersen at Lakewood church. He will speak at the Cen- ire, Friday evening.
a junior, who represented Zeeland
children? All are invited.
Michigan counties will split $4,high school in the contestat Grand believesthat of all the beasts the tral college and in one of the
Mystery enshroudsthe scene of
Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Diekema enhippopotamuswould love mankind churches.
000,000 as their share of the weight
Haven last year.
tertained at their charming home the Hope collegesenior-juniorbanThe contestants are being more than the lion or the elephant. Mrs. Emma Sutton, 64, long time tax for the first quarter Friday. in Holland Monday night in honor quet, which is to be held this Fricoached by Miss VanVessem of the Maybe, but he doesn’t look it.
The Ottawa County check will be of Mr. and Mrs. B. P. Sherwood, day evening, and the 200 students
residentof Monterey township, died
$50,009.14.
faculty.
who were married in Saginaw last who plan to attend are besieging
in the home of her daughter, Mrs.
The contestsare under direction
Poor Dora, she is so dumb that
George Woldring & Son is the week. The guests were seated at the committeeto divulge the banClare Wilbur, Park drive, Allegan.
of the Michigan DebatingLeague she thinks a dumb-bellis someFuneral services were held from name adopted for Holland’s newest one table in the dining room, beau- queting place.
thing to exercisewith.
of High Schools.
Nicholas Prakken will be the
the Benson funeral home Tuesday firm. The concern will be located tiful with flowers of pink and white
The following schools repreafternoon at 2 o’clock. Rev. H. L. at 133 East Eighth street and will carnations and sweet peas and the toastmaster. Miss Arlync Haan
sented in the declamationsare:
The thrifty American has come
Potter officiated. Interment in be open for businessabout May 1st other beautiful appointmentscar- and Eugene Damstra, seniors, and
Grand Haven, Otsego, Spring Lake, to learn by bitter experience that
Popular Hill Cemetery, Monterey. Mr. Woldringrecentlyleft the Yon- ried out the green and color of the Miss Martha Van Burcn and
Saugatuck and Zeeland, and in ora- low prices do not always
iyf mean
Charles Rozema, juniors, will be
The third and last inoculationfor ker Plumbing company with which center piece. Seated were Mr. and
tions, Grand Haven, Otsego, Saug- good value or reliable quality.
student speakers. Faculty guests
scarlet fever was conducted by Dr. he has been connected for many Mrs. B. P. Sherwood, Mr. and Mrs.
atuck and Zeeland.
years.
He
has
now
organized
a NathanielRobbins, Mr. and Mrs. are to be Prof, and Mrs. Paul E.
Orr
of
the
state
health
department
Judges in delivery will be Supt.
and Zeeland physicians to all the new firm, specializing in plumbing, William H. Loutit, B. Frank Har- Hinkamp, Dean W. H. Durfee and
Boy L. Head of Lee Street High
Miss Martha Gibson.
school children who were not reg- heating and playground equipment. beck of this city, Mrs. Rubie S.
school in Grand Rapids; Supt. 0.
The general committee is comistered
immune
by
the
Dick
test
a
Although she has not heard from Garrod, Miss Martha Sherwood and posed of Grace Koeppe, Alvin VanE. Balyet of Sparta schools, and
few
weeks
ago.
Inoculationswere her boy for more than three years Mr. and Mrs. A. H# Landwehr of
E. J. Leddick of Holland High
den’ Bush, Joe DeVries and Eva
not compulsory but several hun- Mrs. J. Vanderwege still has hopes Holland.
school. Judges in thought and
Tysse, and the program was ardred
children took the tests and he will write her a letter sometime
composition for the oration will be
The Spring Lake chapter No. 411 ranged by Ida Townsend, Ruth
Ottawa County Farm Notes treatments.
that is if he is living. Joe was only 0. E. S. held their election of of- Kennel and Margaret Otte.
Miss Martha Jane Gibson of Hope
Direct boat servicebetween Hol- 14 years when he disappeared near- ficers.The installation will be held
of This Week
college;Prof. Harry A. Miller of
land and Chicago began this week, ly four years ago. The day after
Central State Teachers college, and
to
By C. P. MILHAM
Thursday evening, May 3rd. The HOPE SENIOR WINS
when the “City of Saugatuck” made
Supt. J. W. Kelder of Big Rapids
Next week a number of young Holland harbor on Thursday. Boats he left he wrote his mother a letter chapter will entertain the Ottawa
U.
OF
M.
SCHOLARSHIP
schools.
people are meeting to organize will leave Holland for the Windy telling her not to worry. Some County Associationof Eastern
it
boys’ and girl’s clubs for summer City on Monday, Wednesday,Friday time later he sent her another letter Stars Wednesday, April 18th at an
Frank Moser, senior of Hope
work in calk, pig, poultry, potato, and Sunday. Special freight and telling her he was cruising on the afternoon and evening session. A college, has been awarded a schocorn and beans. The agricultural passenger serviceis being provided Mississippi. But Joe never sent her school of instructionwill be held larship at the University of Michtalk
agent will meet the boys and girls in anticipationof a big 1928 sea- his address. So his mother could in the evening in charge of Mrs. igan in the department of chemnot
write
him,
urging
him
to
reMary
Coveil,
associate
Grand
conwith their parents immediately af- son. J. Johnson,local passenger
ductress,with the Star of Bethleter school at Nuinca High School, and freight agent, will again man- turn home.
T?ie scholarship consists of an
Monday April 16th, Bert J. Van age the local division.
The Holland Business and Pro- hem Chapter No. 40 of Holland put- assistantship which amounts to
Oss farm in Jamestown, Tuesday,
ting on the initiatory work.
$800 and breakage fees, in return
Mrs. George A. Pelgrim of Hol- fessionalWomen’s club held its anAn examination was held in the 17th; Allendale Town Hall, Thurs- land and Mrs. Royal A. Hawley of nual election of officersat their regThe particularsynod of Chicago, for Mr. Moser’s services as incase of the Chicago Barbecue day, 19th, and Coopersville High Ionia debated the question, “Re- ular monthly meeting at the Wom- of the Reformed church will meet structor. The Holland boy will befurniture,
fine
which was raided by state police School, Friday 20th.
solved, That capital punishment an’s Literary club last evening. The in stated session the First Re- gin his work at the university in
Dorothy
Koehnke
of
Spring
recently,and the manager, John
should be incorporatedin the Mich- following were elected for the com- formed church of Holland, on Wed- the summer term of this year. He
Harvey, and five others arrested Lake was awarded fourth place in igan law," at the meeting of the ing year: president,GertrudeTie- nesday, May 2, at 2 P. M. At the is being graduated from Hope colcharged with gambling. The five the state in boys and girls poultry west central division of the State senga; vice president, Florence public evening meeting two ad- lege with the fourth highest schoyoung men were arraigned before club work. Dorothy purchased Federationof Women’s Clubs in Klomparens; correspondingsecre- dresses commemorativeof the larship ranking. This Is his seca justice of the peace in Grand fifty-two baby chicks and raised Owosso this week. Mrs. Pelgrim tary, Jean Baker; assistant,Mar- founding of the Reformed church ond scholarship recognition since
Haven and all pleaded guilty and them all without regular brooder upheld the negative.
ion Coffey; recording secretary,H. in America three hundred years ago he was elected to the National
were fined. Officersfound them or under hens. She won prizes at
The Reformed Church in Ameri- Derks; assistant, Geneva Van will be given; one by the president Honor society upon graduating
playing poker at the time of the the Holland and Berlin Fairs on
hopes to reach the $1,000,000 Lente; treasurer, Mardge Essen- of the particularsynod, Rev. J. D. from the local high school in 1924.
her exhibit
raid.
o
goal
in its ministerialpension fund burgh.
Dykstra, D. D., and the other by
Harvey was arraigned before
A number of boys interestedin
Holland Scout Executive F. J.
J. Allen Lampman, instructorof Rev. S. C. Nettinga, D. D.
by
the
time
the
denomination
celeJustice Burr at Grand Haven potato club work desire to locate
Geiger visited Grand Haven, Coopis
charged with conducting a gaming seed potatoesgrown from certi- brates its tercentenary in June. The public speaking in Allegan High
A social gathering was held in ersville and Spring Lake Monday
amount
still needed to complete the School has been coaching members
place, and slot machines and punch fied seed last year. Certified seed
the Trinitychurch for the Christian last week; Holland on Tuesday;
boards were taken as evidence. One is unobtainableat this time because fund approximates $115,000, but of his class to hold a mock trial in Endeavor society Monday night.
Hudsonville and Jenison on Thurs$30,000 of this amount has been assembly Wednesday morning.
this
of the state troopers tried one of it is entirely sold. Any sources
About fifty young people attended. day; and Allegan and Fennvillelast
the slot machines during the hear- of good seed potatoes should be pledged providing the goal is Those taking part are: Judge, Ed- The social was in form of a leaMonday.
Vints
scheduled
for
the
ing, remarking that no one ever reported to the agriculturalagent. reached. The last report issued by ward Lauth; prosecutor,Stanley year party. Upon entering eac
rest of this week are, Holland on
the committee in charge shows Clason; attorney for defense,
won with such a device, and eight
Dynamite will be used in demonperson was sold a bag of hearts for Tuesday, Grand Haven, West Olive
$690,750 in cash and $195,000 in Charles Frost, and culprit, Robert
chips came out of the machine. He strating its use in making a ditch
ten cents, which was the admission and Spring Lake Thursday.
Post, who is to be charged with
tried it again with the same result, on the farm of R. A. Van Bronk- promises.
fee. A very entertaining program
Miss Janet Derks celebrated her libel for an article appearing in
but after that it continued to lose horst, one half mile south of Forwas given. The program opened
The troop committee of Troop
sixteenth birthday with a number the Scholargram, the school paper.
severaltimes.
est Grove at 1:30 p. m. Tuesday,
with community singing, after 12, Holland Trinity Reformed
of
friends
at
her
home,
263
West
Assistant Prosecutor J. H. Den April 17th, by the agricultural
The jury will be selectedfrom puwhich the Trinity string quartet, Church, met yrith the Scout ExecuSeventeenth street, Friday. Those pils.
Herder represented the people in agent.
consisting of Lawrence and Gerald tive. Harry Kramer is chairman
present
were
Alice
Blue,
Irene
the case, and Clare E. Hoffman of
Farmers owning litters of pigs
The Holland classis in the Re- Mokma, Louis Mulder and Fred of the committee,which is now
Blue,
Anna
Ruth
Prins,
Eleanore
Allegan was attorney for Harvey. with nine or more in the litter are
formed Church in America has Steketee,rendered several selec- strivingto secure a q unifiedscoutTho examination was continued for advised to join the Michigan Pig Prins, Marjorie Wiersema, Nelvina
elected the following as delegates tions. Two very pleasingvocal master. In the meantime the troop
two weeks to take further evidence. Crop contest fostered by the Col- Wiersema, Leona Brightrall, Hazel
to the general synod which con- duets were sung by Evelyn and is making good progress under the
Assistant prosecutor claims to have lege. The purpose of this contest Westrate, Evelyn Mulder, Marian
venes in New York City in June: Hazel Albers. A reading was given leadershipof assistantscoutmaster
Van
Huis,
Florence
Derks,
and
Punch boards and slot machines as is to encourage proper care and
Rev. F. J. Van Dyke of Central by GertrudeBaker.
(Louis Mulder.
Janet Derks.
evidence
feeding to produce ton litters of
Virginia Park school authorities pigs in 180 days. Enrollments
Leap year answers a fair de- Park, Rev. Clarence P. Dame and
are taking a hand in the matter may be made with the agricultural mand for boys here. Dr. and Mrs. Rev. Paul E. Hinkamp of Holland,
and are demanding that the place agent.
Wm. F. Reus and Mr. and Mrs. Rev. John A. Roggen of Hamilton
and Elders R. De Haan, Jacob Van
be closed. If things are found as
Charlie Chaplin in "The Circus"! Richard E. Smallegan of JamesDyke, W. Bouma and P. Meengs.
is set forth in the complaint, the
town
are
the
proud
parents
of
a
Peanuts . . . sawdust . . . pink
place should be closed and judging
baby boy born April 3rd. The Alternates:Rev. T. W. Davidson,
lemonade ---- clowns, tigers,elefrom the gossip sifting in for the phants, roaring lions, acrobats, Misses Florence Rynbrandt and Holland; Rev. H. Vander Ploeg,
past two years, the Barbecue wire-walkers, and Charlie Chaplin Dina Klooster,graduate nurses are Rev. G. De Jonge and Rev. J. Van
surely should be given a thorough
performing duties, respectiveat the Peursem of Zeeland, and Elders
in his brand new comedy will all
investigationand then it can be
Herman Brouwer, Gerrit Huyster,
be at the Colonial Theatre Mon- home.— Holland Sentinel.
ascertainedwhether there is truth
D.
Steketee and J. Zwykhuysen. •
Among
the
Grand
Rapids
visitday, Tuesday, Wednesday and
in the several reports.
City health inspector Henry S.
Thursday.
Written, directed and ors in the past week were Johanna
o
produced by Charlie Chaplin, “The Van Huis, Mrs. H. Kammeraad, Bosch has issued an appeal for peoHERDS
Circus” was two years in the mak- Mrs. F. B. Kammeraad, Marian ple who may have any extra milk
HOLLAND'S MILK MUST ing and it is the first Chaplin com- Kammeraad, Josie Mokma, Rena bottles around the house to please
want your children to
and Bertha Vos, Comie Van Leeuw- return them. He estimates that
BE TESTED edy since “The Gold Rush.”
be healthy.
cheeked,
Charlie plays a wandering lad en, Irma Parrot, Mrs. Jim and there must be about 2,000 extra
All herds in Allegan county
Sylvia Schuurman,Mrs. Harold De
who
is mixed up in a series of hilabottles about the city, judging from
which supply the city of Holland
Loof, Mrs. Jack Zwemer, Mr. Lewvivacious girls — strong, ro*
the numbers he has seen in some
with milk will have to be retested, rious adventures,chases, arguie Nykamp, Mr. G. Zylman, Cecil,
ments
and
ovations
that
land
him
homes.
This
seems
to
be
a
small
according to Henry S. Bosch, city
Ruth and Florence Zylman, Ernest
bust boys.
blood cirin “The Circus” as a very fine felmatter to the people, he says, but
health inspector.
De
Fouw,
John
and
Wililam
Seme
The state departmentwill make low. Mema Kennedy, with red and Henry Herbert and James De they fail to take into consideration
culation, firm teeth, strong
the tuberculosis test in Ottawa hair and just five feet, two, with Ridder.
that the aggregateamount means
res
of
blue,
is
his
leading
lady;
county but will not be able to do
—
the
Two cars were stolen in Holland a big loss to the dairymen. The
ic makes her screen debut in the
the work in Allegan this year, so
bottles average seven cents apiece
Regardless of what may happen, the one
sometime
Saturday
or
during
the
to meet the requirements of the role. Others in the cast are Harry
when bought at wholesale.
result
eating balanced
who prepares the meals is expected to ha?e
Holland health ordinances, the Crocker,Henry Bergman, Betty night. One was a Pontiac coach beMr. Benjamin Baas died at his
longing to John Bosch which was
farmers will have to get a veter- Morrissey and Allen Garcia.
excels
her foods inviting to the eye, evenly baked,
taken from the garage on the home in Charlotte,Michigan, Sun
inary to do this work for them.
corner of 7th street and College day. He formerly was a residentof
and pleasing to the taste, right on time.
The veterinary will prepare a OTTAWA RURAL SCHOOL avenus. Its number is 631-505.
Holland and ran a dairy here. He
statement certifyingthe health of
EXAMS
WILL BE HELD The other was a Buick coach be- is survived by his wife, four sons,
Save her time, energy with a Federal— for
milk as a complete healththe herd he tests and send this to
longing to Martin Keller of Zee- William,Dick of Charlotte, John
LOCALLY THIS
Mr. Bosch, and this will be rethe
cooking of meals can be done easier,
County Superintendent Gerrit G. land. tl was taken from the street of Battle Creek, and Benjamin of
building food. Every essencorded and mailed to the farmer.
here
during
the
owner’s
absence.
quicker
and better with the exclusive
Eaton Rapids; three daughters, AnThis is not only required by law Groenewoud announces a change in The number of it is 629-353.Holna
and
Margaret
of
Charlotte
and
the
plans
for
the
annual
examinatial
element
is
there
in
the
patented 4-way circulatingheat Federal Gas
but an important matter to insure
tion of about 1,100 rural school land police are trying to recover Minnie of Grand Rapids; two broth
safe milk for Holland.
Range
Oven.
them.
childrenin the seventh and eighth
ers Wiliam of Lake Geneva, Wisright proportion. Serve this
Mr. Dick Vet Schure, one of Hol- consin, and Folkert Baas; two sisgrades on May 17 and 18.
ZEELAND HATCHERIES
You are not required to constantly watch
ready*cooked,ready-tO'8crve
Formerly the students were re- land’s pioneers died at his home, ters, Catherine Baas and Mrs. Ida
REPORT INCREASE
your baking. You can be sure that no one
quired to assemble at Holland, 151 West 12th street Monday morn- Dykema of Holland. Funeral ser
cereal.
family
IN SHIPMENTS Spring Lake, Grand Haven and ing at the age of 80 years. He en- vices were held Wednesday afterpart of the oven will bake faster or slower
other points to take common tests. joyed good health until about two noon at the home in Charlotte.
than other parts. With the oven of the Fed'
will
like Shredded
Due to warmer weather condi- Due to the confusion which has years ago, when he gave up his
Mrs. Jennie Schuitema, widow of
tions and better shipping facilities annually resultedfrom such an ar- work at the Holland Furniture faceral Gas Range there is even distribution of
the
late
Albert
Schuitema,
died
and it will
the local post office heads report a rangementthe county superintend- tory, where he had been employed Monday evening at the home of her
heat— top, bottom as well as four sides. Let
for
thirty-two
years.
He
was
born
large increase in chick shipments. end now plans to give uniform
son, Albert Schuitema, 63 West
save
you
in
the
Netherlands
and
at
the
age
tests
at
the
respective
rural
schools
us show you why you should enjoy the adThe number sent last week totals
15th street, following an extended
160,000. These were sent by spe- under the supervision of the in- of eight years the family moved to illness. She was 88 years old, hav
vantages of a
•
America and settled in Holland,
cial car to the central points from structor.
ing been born in the Netherlands
Six hundred pupils will write the 'which has been the home of Mr.
which they wil be relayed. The maVer Schure ever since. He is sur- February 22, 1840. She is surjority of the boxes of chicks was tests for seventh graders on May
vived by three children, Nellie Ver vived by her son Albert, and an
17,
while
500
eighth
graders
will
be
sent to the western states, Texas
Schure, Andrew E. Ver Schure, and other son, Albert Timmer of a forclaiming the greatest number, with examined on May 18. Graduation
John
J. Ver Schure, and one sis- mer marriage, Mrs. Zagers, and
exerciseswill be held at CoopersColorado a dose second.
ter, Mrs. J. Blok of Grand Rapids. Mrs. J. Van Der West She also
ville
and
Zeeland.
Local hatcheries are reporting a
The funeral was held Thursday af- leaves 18 grandchildrenand 26
greater number of shipmentsfor
great grandchildren.The funeral
the coming month than in any pre- The outdoor session of the scout- ternoon at 1:30 o’clock at his home
services were held Thursday afterat
151
West
12th
street.
Rev.
vious year. Postmaster William leaders’ trainingcourse will be held
noon at the home at 2 o’clock and
Clavor, with the afd of the local Saturday at Camp McCarthy, lo- James M. Martin pastor of the
at the Fourth Reformed church at
215 River
Phone 5808
Third
Reformed
church,
of
which
hatchcrymen, are
are oDtami:
obtaining special cated about three miles north of
hatcherymen,
2:30, with Rev. J. F. Heemstra in
Mr.
Ver
Schure
was
a
member
for
' hipment The cars Port Sheldon. Scouts from HolHOLLAND,
MICH.
charge. Burial took plwe in the
a week throughoutland and different parts of Ottawa many years, officiated.Interment
was in Pilgrim Home cemetery. Granfschapcemetery.
county will be present at camp.
Cecil Bekhuis, 18,
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BANQUET

PRAKKEN

THEM TALK

LET

GIRLS

When

NOW

INTERESTED IN
BABY CHICKS

the Citizens Transfer

Co., 68-70

added a

West Eighth Street,

New

partment

Furniture De-

their long estab-

lished business

SIX

ARRESTED

around town.

siderable

CHARGED WITH
GAMBLING

created con-

The unusual
the

designs of the
quality

and

the extremely low prices are

something worth talking

-

-

—

about.

Mr. Raven

in charge of

big money-saving depart-

ment.

-

o

—

)

Pictures

-

-SUPPLYING

of health

I

You

Rosy

You are Entitled

Good

to

muscles
of

these are

Have a Good Gas Range

meals. Nothing

Shredded Wheat and

YEAR

The whole

Wheat—

work and

worry.

W..S,

FEDERAL
Holland Gas Co.

MADE AT NIAGARA FALL*

Ave.

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
NEW JUSTICE assesses ftnnH

LEGION MEET IN
HOLLAND APRIL

____

DISORDERLY

17

15

DAYS,

The next Fifth District American
Letion meeting will be held at
Holland on April 17 at « p. m. in
the Masonic Temple. All reservations must be in by April
12, so
Pi

Zant, known
“Dutch,” formerly of Grand Haven,
b
but now f Detroit was arrested!

please
lease notify the local adjutant bcfore that date if you expect
:pect to attend. Commander Joldersma of
Holland is urging all he Holland
members to be there as he wants
to beat Zeeland. Let's show him
it can’t be done. This will be a
joint meeting of Legion and Auxiliary. Dinner at 7 p. m., price
$1.00 per plate.

orderly conduct. He was arraigned ,

,

William

™™:

Holland Woman Gives Paper

near Arbutus Banks Hotel for disin Justice C: E. Burr’s court

I
On

and

fined $11.00 and costs, or 15 days

s

iUth

*Uo'

I
Lft

'’^x'r.yXhine'!*"
PluI rxKruif «ut

111.,

Mn.Jt

A

India’s Races, Religion
and Customs

---

now | Grand Haven Tribune - The
but expects to be able to pay his Business and ProfessionalWomans
fine later. This is the first case Club met at the Koxy KasUe Tueswhich has come before Mr. Burr day night to enjoy a particularly
and he iravc the man a stilF sen- attractiveprogram. Mrs. G. J. Diekema of Holland. and Mrs. Martha
tence as a warning.
Kollen were the guests of the
club and several others were invited for the occasion by members.
Mrs. Diekema gave an excellent
paper on India from the standpoint
of race, religion and customs. Her
paper showed a wide uciiuaintance
KRI. & SAT., Apr. 1314
with her subject througn reading
Marie Dressier—J. Farrell MacDonaldin "Bi inping I p Faibn”
the most reliable books. Her de
livery is always charming and the
presentation of her subject held
her audience in closest attention.
Monday, Apr. 16 "SHKCKLE NIGHT
The paper was prepared for a club
Marie Prevost- liarrison Fold in “The Girl In The Pullman"
at Holland and was repeated most
'
generously by Mrs. Diekema for
Tuei., Wed., Thurs , Apr. 17-18-19
the
business women.
W. C. Fielda- Cheater Conklin in ‘‘Two Flaminp
Margueriteand Donald Misner
in te county jail. He is there

I

.South

spent the past week
physicians.The superintendentof DeKruif will take place this weel
end at the home of his parents,
nurses, Miss Willemina Kapteyn,The first baby born in the new
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ypma at
formerly of Grand Rapids and pital was listed three weeks after
Zeeland.
Ann Arbor hospitals, assumed the opening. He is the son of Mr.
The Calvin collegeglee club gave charge in the past week and a 1 and Mrs. George VanKoeyeringand
very interestingconcert in the stall of four nurses is employed, won for A. VanKoevering,editor
high school building Thursday everecord in surgical operations of the Zeeland Record, the title of
ning.
was establishedin the new institu- grandfather.Plans now are being
The new Thomas G. Huizenga lion’s brief career. A checkup dis- fostered for the beautificationof
Memorial hospital of this city is closed that on the average a per- the grounds to make the local ho«filled to capacity in less than a son a day had been treated. The pitnl a showplace of the citf and
month of operation. The local hos- majority of operations were of a j vicinity.

Diekema

Mrs.

t

.
Mr. Andrew \pma, of
Holland,

Club Praise

Van

i ..

American History Puzzle Picture

Havpn

Thri*

(

,

Van Den Berg Bros. & Ter Beek Bros.

_

HOLLAND THEATRE

_

VAUDEVILLE

SPRING OPENING SALE

-

’

Your Best Opportunity

•

COLONIAL THEATRE
Sat

Fri.,

,

Apr. 13 14

CheaterConklin— Alice While in “The Bin Noise"
Mon., Tuea., Wed., Thura., Apr. 16 17 1819

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN

LfCiw'
ONIIID AllllffI

WOUM

\

Matinee

( Evenings
Admissions— , Adults 25c ; Adults 50c
( Child. 10c < Children 15c
(

The Business of

Getting

Ahead

gave a delightfulcolored dialogue.
Thn president,Miss Ethel Smith,
read a list of committees to arrange for the tea to be given at
the County Club May 12 for members from the state convention,
which will meet in Grand Rapids
at that time and will be entertain! ed by the local club as part of the
program.

RATING 100%

Presbyterian Church was the only land last week during spring vacatroop to rate one hundred per cent tion.
for the month of March. This enA get-togethersocial of the mail
titles the troop to carry a large
men of this village was held last
red star on its troop flag, and each
Friday evening at the home of Mr.
individualmember to wear a small
red star over the right pocket. and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing.Those
present were: Mr. and Mrs. John
-Troop One, it will be remembered,
won the council trophy in last Kronemeyer;Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Kooiker; Mr. and Mrs. F. Hitchkok
year's troop efficiency contest. Wm.
Vaxter is Scoutmasterand Rich- and Mr. and Mrs. Ben Rankens
reports“a mighty good time
ard Van Hoeven is associate Marve
and eats."
Scoutmaster.
Rev. Wm. Pyle of Overisel ocTroops are rated in number of
meetings, attendance, outdoor ac- cupied the pulpit in the First Retivities,and tests passed. The rat- formed church last Sunday eve-

—

-

o

-

of the business of getting ahead. Suc-

may not depend upon the money
it

docs de-

pend upon the self-controland

management which

self-

this hank.

der you in keeping your valuable pa-

one of our safe dc-

in or
in

Phone us

for

information

connection with our

EBENEZER

MoneyRefimdPlan
Its of Great Interest

to all

Home

Furnishers

Van Den Berg Bros, and
Ter Beek Bros.
HOLLAND,

en and three quarters inches and

MICHIGAN

23-25 West Eighth Streei

six and three-eighthsby seven and

three quarters inches incircumference respectively, while the
third weighed three ounces ami
measured five and seven-eighths
by seven and three-quarterinches.
To receive such a large egg occasionallyfrom a flock of chickens is
a common occurrence but to receive

9x12

three in successionof such a large

size, especiallyfrom a flock of less
large number of Hamilton than a year old pullets is some-

ft FELT

£

BASE

to this

Press.

Don’t lorgct the service we can ren-

etc., safe in

Come

NORTH HOLLAND

systematic thrift

develops. Save regularly and use

pers

Miss Hattie Ensing, daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. Bert Ensing, of
Jamestown,and John Vander Kooi
were united in marriage at the
bride’s home on Saturday evening
Rev. Mr. Timmer performed the
ceremony. The newlyweds will
make their home with Mr. Vander
Kooi’s parents in Drenthe.

ZEELAND

tematic saving is the necessary part

accumulated, but

GREATER SAVINGS

people attended the special services thing very unusual.
held in the Reformed church of
village. It announces itself as “The Overisel last week, in spite of bad
Hamilton ManufacturingCom- weather and roads. They report
pany.” The board of directorscon- very good services.
The Brotherhood of the First Resists of: Geo. Kaper, pres.; Jacob
The “Bee" Line, which has been
formed church met Monday eveEding, vice-pres.;Geo. Sehutmaat, in bad condition for some time, is
ning. Prof. P. E. Hinkamp of
business secy.; G. M. Brower, treas. very much improved. All side
Hope College gave a lecture with
and John Brink, trustee. The com- roads, however, are still in bad conpictures of the earliest days of
pany will manufacturea traction dition.
the Reformed church in America.
transplanting machine with autoA quartette sang and Mr. William
matic steeringand planting device.
Vande Water gave a talk about the
About two years ago a local man
boys' work.
invented an automatic planting
A kite contest was held at our Miss Ada De Press, who teaches
and steering machine. This has local sehool on last week Tuesday
been developedand improved to afternoon. Thomas Kapenga be- in Hammond, Ind., spent the Easter vacation at the home of her
such an extent that they are now ing the winner, his kite going the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John I). De
able to put on the market an up farthest and the nicest. For a
to date and very dependablema- prize he had the choice of either
Miss Sady G. Masselink,who has
chine for celery planting. This a book or fifty cents.
been spending spring vacation at
without a doubt will prove to be
The Loyal Workers missionary the home of her father, Dr. John]
one of the greatestboons for the society met at the chapel on last
Masselink, will return to her
celery growers. For some years week Wednesdayafternooncomstudies
at Kalamazoo college Tuesmuch farming has been very prof- mencing at two o’clock.The meetday.
itable, but also very unpleasant ing was opened by the singing of
Our debaters, Misses Helen
and back breaking.With this ma- hymns followed by scripture readchine it will be pleasant and easy. ing and prayer by the president, Clark, Winona Wells and Alice
The standard equipment consistsof Mrs. Ray Knooihuizen. A short Katte left for Cheboygan Wednestwo automatic planting units, program consisting of the follow- day noon, April 11th, where the
which will plant two rows at a ing numbers was given: Reading semi-final debate was held on
time. This can be reduced or in- by Mrs. Peter Siersema; piano solo Thursday evening, April 12th. This
debate eliminatesall but two
creased as needed. A small gas- by Miss Lucile Kamphuis; dialogue
teams, these two meet at Ann
oline engine * drives and operates by Miss Dora Bosman, Mrs. Albert
the machine. There is also ample Brower and Catherine Brower, and Arbor on a later date.
Mr. Walton Wells, a student at
room for a 50 or 100 gallon water a vocal duet by Theresa and Louisa
tank which can he used in dry sea- Veenhoven. After the discussionof the University of Chicago, spent
sons. With various adjustments business matters and a social time the Easter vacation at the home
possible the work will not only be the meeting adjourned at 4 o’clock. of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. O
N. Wells.
far more pleasant and easy, but
Miss Angelina Vinkemulderfrom
Mr. George Van Eenenaam, a
also very much more satisfactory Grand Rapids spent Easter Sunday
student at Northwestern univerthan by hand as formerly.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
The company has been in exist- Harry Vinkemulder, residing north sity, Chicago, spent spring vacation at the home of his parents,
ence for some time and has already from here.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Van Eenenaam,
found a ready market throughout
The Ladies' Aid missionary will
the state and country. Machines meet at the chapel on Thursday af-

A now industry has come

Spring

and Wiltons — going at

DRENTHE

aml t0 ra°Ve ‘0 thi>
Kronemeyer spent the
week-end with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. John Kronemeyer.
Juella Brower has been compelled to stay home as a result of
a severely spained ankle.
. Little Jean Sehutmaat enjoyed
a birthday party with a host of
little friends last week Thursday

A

New

Patterns of Axminsters

afternoon.

HAMILTON

is

Beautiful

ning.

NOTES |S""*
Raymond

locals at the local fairgrounds.

which

ished her course at the Western
State normal at Kalamazoo and
has received her life certificate.
Mrs. Alive Vander Kooi has returned from Cutlcrvillewhere she
went to help her sister.
Franklin Runbrandtsubmitted to
an operation Monday on his ear for
mastoid infection.
Mrs. Rev. Timmer and her
mother, Mrs. Haverding, and Mrs.
Van Huizen of Holland were Grand

A surprise was givtui Mr. G.
Oonk, superintendent of the EbenLittle Harold Brink suffered a
First Reformed Church, 98.75; broken arm as the result of a fall ezer Sunday school gym teachers
and officers of the school last MonTroop 2, West Olive Community, while playing last week.
day night.
98.31; Troop 16, Second Christian
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Nakken and
Mrs. W. J. Van Oen Belt enterReformed Church, Grand Haven, children were guests of their partained a party of lady friends
93.81; Troop 8, Holland Catholic ents last Sunday.
Wednesday afternoon. An enjoyChurch, 89.44; Troop 4, CoopersA party was held at the home of able time was spent.
ville, 85.62; Ship 18, Holland, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rankens last
A deal was consummated this
77.25; Troop 9, Holland Hope Re- Friday evening. Among those presweek
whereby G. Oonk traded his
formed Church, 76.44; Troop 14, ent Were: Grace Rankens, Hazel
Spring I^ake, 75.00; Troop 3, Rankens, Donald Klein, Janet farm to John J. Holder for his
Grand Haven Episcopal Church, Klein, Harold Rankens and Dora property in Holland.
74.81; Troop 19, Fennville, 73.75; Rankens.
ALLENDALE
Troop 5, Grand Haven Methodist
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Slotniah anil
Church, 72.00; Troop 7, Third Re- Miss Webber were guests of Mr.
Avery Scott of Allendale has
formed Church, 42.81; Troop 12, and Mrs. C. Rice at Kalamazoo last
three eggs, laid by White Leghorn
Trinity Reformed Church, 35.38. Sunday. Mrs. Rice is a sister af
pullets of last June hatching which
Troops 10, 11, 15, 20 and 13 did Mr. Slotman.
weighed and measured as follows:
not report. Troop 17, Holland
Henry Ranken is advertising an two of the eggs each weighed
Episcopal Church, registrationhas auction which is to be held this
three and a quarter ounces, mean*
lapsed.
week Friday. Henry intends to suring six and one quarter by sevPh^ica^ Director E. V. Hartman
has just booked two meets with
South Haven and Muskegon. The
South Haven meet takes place at
South Haven on April 14. The second meet will be at Muskegon on
April 21. On April 28 Allegan’s
track will stack up against the

cess

201 Discount on Rugs

ducted by the Ottawa-Alleganfirm.
Council, Boy Scouts of America,
Julia Ten Brink visitedher sis- Rapids shoppersMonday.
Troop One of the Grand Haven ter, Mrs. Frank Moomey, at Hol-

SPORT

ol large affairs agree that sys-

William P»nn trading with the Indians, and the founding of Philadelphia
In the year of 16*3. Find a peace pipe.

have been sold in New Jersey, New
York, Ohio, Florida and Oregon.
Up to this time, however, the machine was manufactured by the
Burke Engineering Co. of Holland,
but they are now being made here.
Fifty machines have already been
Holland Troops Did Not Score completed and arrangements arc
So High In March
being made for a larger output in
the near future. The community
Under the troop rating plan con- extends l>est wishes to the new

-

Men

Stoves, Linoleum, Bedding, etc.

GRAND HAVEN
SCOUT TROOP

ings of other troops for the month
is as follows: Troop 6, Holland

Save on Furniture, Rugs,

to

j

I

,

,

posit boxes for less than a cent a day.

Let us show you.

1

|

|

This Bank Pays 4 Percent
on Savings.

Compounded

First State

Bank

HOLLAND,

MICHIGAN

-

The Bank Thai Does Things Jor You

For Lawns, Gardens, Flowers and

Shrubs Use Grasgro
GRASGRO

is a

specially prepared plant food, the ingrcdienUusedin its manufacture being of the highest

quality. Regardless of price, there Is no better Lawn Fertilizeron the market. GRASGRO bring absolutely odorless and free from weed seeds.

GRASGRO applied once

or twice a year will make your lawns, gardens, flowers,shrubs and trees develop

Mr. James Van der Ven led the
Christian Endeavor meeting last
Sunday evening, his topic being,
"Why we believe in immortality?’
Mrs. Van der Ven favored the audience with a vocal solo.
A program is being prepared by
the high school students which will
be renderedat the parents’ and

teachers’ associationwhich is
planned on being held on next
Wednesday evening, April 18. All

FOREST GROVE

GRASGRO

ia

Now

is

the time to start beautifying and improving your lawns.

put up 2 or 6 pound boxes and

50 and 100 pound bags. On sale by the following dealers:

Central Park Grocery
Weller Nurseries

Corner Hardware

De Free Hardware
Nies Hardware

Deur & Zwemer Hardware
Vogelsong

25,

Hardware

Frank Eby
Walsh Drug Store
Vander Warfs Hardware

Holland Co-operative Co.
your dealer does nol handle GRASGRO please call us on Telephone 7130 and we will arrange to supply

you. Manufactured by Van’s Chemical

Co., Holland, Mich.

At

with Mr. and Mrs. John Dekker of
Forest Grove.^
The Jamestown male quartet
sang at the Vriesland P. T. A.
Wednesday evening.
The following are the new beginners at school this spring: Jane
Reus, Erma Peters, Evelyn Van
Noord mid George Khee.

Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Lew
Miss Magdalena Seek

-V

Specials in Linoleum'
Now Wc Arc OfferingMany Specials in Our Big Stock of
Linoleums.For example

In the matter of the Estate of

James Finch, Deceased

One

1.

is assist-

Ordered.That the

M y

A. D., 1928

ten o’clock in the forenoon, at said
probate office, be and is hereby appointed for hearing said petition;

at

Furthar Ordared, That public
notice thareof be fciven by publication
of a copy of this order, once each week
for three successive weeks previous
to said day of hearing, in tha Holland
City News, a ntwspaper printedand
circulated in said County.

fin-

Genuine inlay linoleum in which the
colors run clear through to
the back and neve wear off. JJAjJ
per square
..........5,

base floor coving-par square yard

lot of felt

.

James A. Haan having filed lit said
court his petition praying that the administration of said estate he granted
to CharlesH. McBride or to some other
suitable person.

yard

Remnants
Closing out all remnants of
linoleumat one price per

square

yard

—

-

Genuine Gold Seal

Attractivenew designs in printed
linoleum cut from full rolls,
per square Jard

Come and take advantage

Rugs

JAMES

J.

of

The

Judfte of Probate.

Rafeisterof Probata.

40-44 E. 8th St.

Home

6x4.6

#1

these mom y-saving specials

DE VRIES & DORNBOS C

DANHOF,

1

only yltUJ

Let Us Conns and Measure Your Rooms

50c.

"j

size

ft choice of several very good
lookingpatterns at

It is

ing Mrs. Dick fimalltgun with her A true copy —
household duties.
Cora Vnnde Water,

Miss Helen Holleman has

credit terms for the balance.

Present, Hon. James J. Danhof,
Jud&e of Probata.

7th day of

DELIVERS ANY RUG!

deliver any rug for a payment of $1.00 in cash arranging easy

teation of said Court, held at
tht Probate Office in the CityofGrand
Haven in said County,on the 3rd day
of April A. D.. 1928.
a

It is

00

Te make thin oiler absolutely irresistible,
we have decided to

STATE OF MICHIGAN— Tht Pro
bale Court for the County of Ottawa.

Mr. and Mrs. T. Van Haitsma
motored to Zeeland Wednesday

Sehalter,a baby boy, on April
If

?1.

!

quickly and vigorously.A single application will show immediate results.Corrplete directions furniahed with every package.

regular!

11555-Eip.April 28

ternoon, commencing at one-thirty
o'clock.

In order to win a lot of new customers for this store wp announce
this timely effer of 9x12 ft., felt
bane rugs, in patterns and color
schemes which are the exact duplicatesof the more exixmsive
wool rugs! This is your chance to
ehoose the newest patterns and
color schemes at much lee* than

of Good Furniture

Holland,

THE HOLLAND OTT NEWS
Rev. Henry Beltman, missionary
Mrs. G. J. Diekema entertained Memorial Hospital at Grand RapHope col- ids where he is receiving trcat- from China, will have charge of
the servicesin the First Reformed
lege girls who attend the Bible ment
class of Hope church, of which she The following Zeeland delegates church, Zeeland, next Sunday eveWilliam
Oline
was
fined
$5
for
niture
of about 100 men. Prof. Paul Hinis teacher, Wednesdaynight. I attended the Republican county Mrs. Bouma served refreshments.
The Burrell & Goodenow hard- kamp of Hope college and William Miss Ann Van Der Jagt was in assault and battery yesterday afA large number of both active conventionat Grand Haven Among those present were the
ternoon by Justice William Brusse.
members of her Sunday school, the
The Reformed church at Hudson- ware store at Marne was entered VandeWater, director of physical the city visitingfriends.
Eva
Fairbanks who is attending and associatemembers of the Four- Wednesday: J. N. Clark, Angus
Friday night but an early checkup training in the local schools, adville has extended a call to Rev. J.
Erma Parrott gave a surprise school at Teachers College in De- teenth street Ladies’ Aid society De Kruif, Isaac Van Dyke, A. Van Misses Anna Staal, Cecilia Va^
P. Heemstra, pastor Fourth Re- Saturday revealed little loot taken, dressed the meeUng. Plans for a birthday party at her home on East troit, spent Easter Sunday with met at the farewell meeting given Koevering, Benj. C. Van Loo, John Hage, Florence Ten Have, Mary
Only small change from the cash permanent organization were fos- honor of Beulah Weatherholt.
jrcnce
C. jKossen, Metta Elzinga,
formed church, Holland.
her parents at Old Wing Mission for Mrs. Wm. MasselinkWednes- j H. Moeke, Wm. Bareman,
TT TT C.
____
Xlf
\M
Aft*
drawer was taken. Entrance was tered.
The Past Nobel Grand Club will Farm and returned to her home in day afternoon. A delightfulpro- De Kostcr, John H. Holleman, Wabeke, Jennie Mulder, Josephine
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. (Al) Johnson
made by breaking a window and
gram was given as follows:vocal Fred Klumper. John A. Ver Hage Bartels, Josephine Jekel, Mrs.
Paul Van Verst, who also grad- meet tomorrow at the home of Mrs. Detroit Sunday.
Tuesday evening celebrated their
sawing a panel in a door.
Henry Glas, Mrs. Peter Vander
duet by
Mrs. J. Van-der Vliet and 1 and Wm. Hieftje.
-uated
from
Rush
Medical,
March
O.
Haylett,
152
East
Eighth
street.
>y
______
The
Ladies’
Aid
Society
of
the
fiftieth wedding anniversary at
-----Mrs. P. Gravengoed; reading by.
byi Mrs. John -Bouma,
former Sun- Ploeg, and their teacher, Mrs. A.
Attorney Clare h. Hoffman of 20, is now serving his interneship The Ladies’ Auxiliary No. 1594 Van Raalte Avenue Church will ..t.o.
their farm home five miles west of
Allegan has been notified by Brig. jn Washington Boulevard Hospital, will hold a card party and dance hold a baked goods sale on Saturday Mrs. C. De Graff; vocal quartet by day school teacher, gave a miscel- Kooiman. Miss Jekel was the rePennville.
___
________
___ home onlcipient of many beautiful gift
Buter, _____
Mrs. laneous
shower at her
April 14, in the Vanden Berg and Mrs. Lievense, Mrs. A. _____
A public auction will be held Fri- Gen. Paul B. Malone, commandingChicago. He was in Madison, Friday evening at 8:00 o’clock.
P. Gravengoed,and Mrs. N. De j North State-st., Zeeland, Monday
the 6th corps area, of his appoint- Wisconsin, after graduating- from
Ter
Beek
Bros,
store.
They
will
day, April 13, at 1 o'clock on the
The W. C. T. U. will hold their
NEW GRONINGEN
farm of Henry Rankens, located % ment to represent the war depart- Holland High. Paul Van Verst and regular meeting Friday afternoon also sell some plain sewing and Jongh; piano solo by Mrs. J. Pieper evening, in honor of Miss Josepha farewell address was given to ine Jekel, who is a bride-to-be. A
ment
in Allegan county as chair- George Shaw were on the very first
fancy
work.
mile south and 1% mile east of
at 3:30 at the Woman’s Literary
man of the committeein charge
publish a paper in Holland
Henry oicucwcr,
Bredeweg,living
on route both the pastor and Mrs. Massenenry
*“6 vu
— — fine sociable time was enjoyed and Jacob Essenourgof Borculo and
club rooms. Mrs. George E. KolHamilton.
I, submitted
sub
the 1928 enrollment for the citi- High, a small publication called
No. 4, was surprised Tuesday whenUink by the vice-president, Mrs. Geo. Centennial-st.,Zeeland,
Miss Josephine Jekel of New Grolen
will
give
several
readings.
Michigan takes third place among zens military training
to an operation at Blodgett Hos- ningen were married at the bride’s
“The Screamer.’’— Maroon and A meeting of the Zeeland Poul- he entered his barn to find that Havedink.
the states in the value of exports
pital
in
Grand
Rapids.
Miss
triplets had been added to his numThe recent persistentrains have Orange,
home on Wednesday afternoon in
try and Pet Stock Association will
cording to the report of the deBoschma is a student nurse at the the presence of immediate relaber of goats.
interferedgreatly with the sprayZEELAND
be held at the office of the Modern
partmentof commerce. The state ing program of the orchardists
William Brower had charge of
hospital.
F*rmers who ore planningon
tives, Rev. J. Van Peursem of the
was fourth largest exporter of western Allegan county. The de- seedmg alfalfa or sweet clover this Poultry Breeder on Friday evening, the Exchange club program WedThe Holland Gas Co., during this
Charles Arthur Juntenen of First Reformed church, Zeeland,
April
13th.
agriculturalmachinery.
nesday noon at the Warm Friend week, has mailed out an invitation New York City is a guest of Adri- pronouncing -the marriage cerelay in the spraying of peach trees spnng will be glad to know that
The Allegan County Pomona for the control of leaf curl is con- Jhe agriculturalagent s office at Harold Mustaine was in the city Tavern and relieved the members to every gas consumer in Zeeland an Langius for a couple of days. mony. Mr. Essenburgis a son of
grange will meet with Gun Plains sidered by some growers as quite Grand Haven w 11 have bactenal Monday visiting friends. Mr. Mus- from listeningto any oratory, .as to visit their demonstration rooms Mr. Juntenen is a classmateof Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Essenburg of
grange April 19, for an all-dav ses- serious. Fennville is the center of culture on hand to d strlbute. This taine is with the Rader party at the the entire program was devoted to in the Van Bree building,just re- Mr. Langius at the University of Borculo and Mrs. Essenburg is a
sion. A potluck dinner will be the spraying
music of various kinds. Harold cently vacated by the A & P Tea Michigan.
material is used to innoculate Coliseum, Grand Rapids.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
rusL
•»
legume crops to enable those crops
served at noon and a program will
The
board
of
trustees of Hope Cook gave several selections on the Co., where demonstrations are to
Jekel of New Groningen.The
The pulpit furniture for the new to
lo»u|(e
„
from
the air >nd
The
April
meeting
of
the
P.
T.
take nurogen irom ine air ami collegewill convene April 25 in an- musical saw and musical tumblers,
follow.
be given in cooking with gas. The A. will be held Tuesday evening, young couple will make their home
memorial chapel at Hope college ,lanna{t 5f 5n tKn cnil in „ rnn(ti.
nual spring session in Graves hall. end Jene De Glupker played on the schools will be conducted by Cecil
in Holland ^ity where Mr. EhhciiMr. and Mrs. Louis V. Walsh of
Rev. G. Dc Jonge of Zeeland, a xylophone.Harold Kuiper and Abe Jo Lambert,nationallyknow econ- the 17th of April, at 7:45 o'clock burg has employment.
F^LreTt
“mat
^'available
for Ju
planfo to
Grand Rapids
uranu
ihjMi.up and Miss Dorothy Wil1
India
where ,t f
mane by
u.v
,
in
the high school gymnasium.
member of the board for 36 years Pott put on a humorous sketch, and omist, for two days, Monday, April
Vander Heuvel of Holland were pUpiIs in the Kai|adi Industrialin-*makp belter grov,XhAmong the numbers on the pro- HieltjeVan Dyke has leased his
Easter guests of Mr. and Mrs.
under supervision of Rev. , jhe
Count Road Com- is president,and Gerrit J. Diekema Kenneth Mook gave some violin 16th, and Tuesday,April 17th, at gram will be a play, “Our Rich farm about two and one-half miles
.... Ottawa
_______ County
solos. There was also community two o’clock p. m. each day. Miss
fred Dykema of this city.— Grand «.
B Rottschaefer,
Rottschaefer, an alumnus of mission
mission met
met Thursday
Thursda with those a member for 35 years, is secretary.
Aunt from California”by the northwestof Zeeland to Cornie
The T. W. F. M. club met at the singing by the club during and af- Lambert’s talks and demonstra- junior high school, and musical
Riemersma of New Groningen. M'\
Haven
Hope. The suite will consist of a interestedin the improving of the
ter the luncheon
Van Dyke in turn purchased a resitions will be both interestingand lections by the glee clubs of
Rev. John Lanting, pastor of the reading desk and three chairs. road from Borculo to Zeeland, home of Mildred Rummler, 205
A committee of the local Game
dence in New Groningen, recent v
First Orthodox Baptist Church an- They will be made of solid rose- and listenedto the pros and cons West 22nd street, Tuesday evening. and Fish Club visited the state fish helpful.Everyone is invited.
high school.
All the members were present.
Rev. Orris Scott of Sparta,
nounces the following subjects for wood, hand carved.
Arie Ter Haar, C. Buikema, vacated by Ed Styf, who moved to
to the project.The county has
hatchery at Comstock Park, Grand
Mich.,
will
have
charge
of
both
The
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
WalSunday morning: “The Word of Mr^ Peter Boet of Grand Haven made a proposition to pay half of
Wm. Karsten, and Lawrence Van Zeeland.
Rapids Tuesday afternoon taking
God and Its Power.’’ Evening: died Saturday, .......
April 7, at —
her
- the expense, under the Covert act, ter Mitchell, 398 West Sixtenth along Jacob Zuidema, city engineer morning and evening services at Hailsma, all of Zeeland, motored The present staff of teacher ; at
Studies
‘
Lafayette
street,
those benefited to pay the other street, was the scene of the wed- who will survey the local ponds and the Free Methodist church this to Flint and to Pontiac the past the New Groningenschool will re— — - in the book of Romans. |b0me,
i aii/uivf 33 ’
wvBwwvy —after
— —
ding ceremony of Barbara Castelli
Sunday.
turn next year.
week, returning with new cars.
’ Mrs. "
On April 13, 14 and 15, four an illness of two weeks.
Boet* half. Final decision on the propand Kenneth Moore, Sunday, April run the levels.
Miss Hattie Boschma of North
Adrian Langius, Gerrit Kcmme,
The Holland Country Club tour, e
[ope college Y. M. C. A. members has lived in that community prac- osition will be made in the near
Workmen are putting up a ce8. Thev were married in the pres•fll visit Middleville. They will tically -all
her life and is well future.
will
......
ment wall around the garden at ning. At the morning service Rev. Carl Cook, and Henry Van Duine, was flooded early in the weel^
ence of the immediate relatives.
.....
river going far beyond it^
hold gospel services at the M. E. known there. Her husband is supMarigold Lodge, the estate of E. H. J. Van Peursem will consider the all of Zeeland, students at the Uni- Black
It is scarcely worth while to corchurch next Sunday. The visitorserintendentof the Construction rect any of the many rumors con- The bride was given in marriageby Gold at Waukazoo. The base is theme, The Assurance of Immor- versity of Michigan, arc spending boundary.
her father,Charles Castelli and /as
their spring vacation at their re- 1 Thp U|MM>|. K,ad(. rm,m jn New
will be entertained by the local Y Materials Co. of Ferryburg. Burial
of concrete with blocks which will tality.
cerning the First National bank of accomi
ipanied by her sister, Annaboys and others Friday and Satur- was in Spring Lake. '
be covered with white concrete.
Groningenis very nicely decorated
The Calvin College Glee Clubs spective homes
Allegan, they are so numerous and belle Castelli, bridesmaid, and the
are aciicuuieu
scheduledto
w> give »
a vuntci*
concert
Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Karsten of jn green and white for the P. T. A.
day
| q r Burleson of Allegan has travel so fast; but here’s one that groom by David Gorden, best man. Friday evening, April 13, begin- oxc
In the kite making and flying bought the BloomingdaleLeader, for complete absurdity rather ex- Rev. R. Klingbeil, pastor of the ning at 7:45 o’clock, the Sixteenth Friday evening. April 27, in the Detroit spent the week-end here at meeting which is to lie held tocontest which was held by pupils includingthe equipmentand build- ceeds the others. It is that the First Seventh Day Adventist church Street Christian Reformed church Zeeland high senool auditorium. It the home of l/conard Karsten on night, Friday evening. We hope
choral society will render the sacred is sponsored by a Christian Re- South Centennial-st.,
Zeeland. Mrs. (.|| in this district will come as we
of the new Holland school, was ing, and takes possession at once, officersand directors are paying performedthe ceremony.
cantata, "Creation’s Praise.”
formed Church organization. Peter Brill accompaniedthem back have a nice program prepared, hot
very successful. Thomas Kapenga He has been engaged in the job Basil W. Barker $50 per week,
Postmaster E. J. Westveer has
Nina Vande Bie and John VanMr. Johannes Pyle is expected to Detroit and will visit her sister we cannot definitely announev wh;>L
woo a story book as a prise. The printing business here several month, or day (according to vari- received a communicationfrom the
den Brink were united in marriage home this week from the Blodgett
it will be.
other good kites of the primary years and previous to that owned ous versions),in lieu of which Bardepartment at Washington calling
rocn belonged to Edward Hofke- the McBain Chronicle for 26 years, ker becomes “the goat” and serves attentionto the fact that most peo- in South Bend, Indiana, Monday.
Charles Lewis Schmelling of
mcyer and Harold Maat Alfred was mayor of McBain 8 years and time in prison rather than tell on ple are writing the address on two
Fruitport township, father of Mrs.
Boach and John Brouwer won the postmaster13 years.
the others and have them share sides of a parcel package they send Val, of Holland, died at his home
ldt“ th' int"' I Ruth Featheriy and P. O. Lundm, his fate. That’s the champion out. Many write an address on Tuesday. The funeral serviceswill
roorback. A person who will be- each of four sides, under the im- be held Saturday at 2:00 P. M. at
Jin. kUrTu Vtae. 81.
club lea^ of
college, in co-operation with Alle- lieve a word of it is gulliblein- pression that the oftener the ad- the home.
Here yesterday after a week’s lil- gan County Agent Ralph Helm deed.— Allegan Gazette.
dress appears the greater the marThe regular meeting of the ReShe is survived by a son, have selected eight county club
gin of srffety.
bekah lodge will be held Friday
At
the
annual
meeting
of
the
Robert L. Vahue, -local business
-TV-- champions. They were announced
The department asserts that ex- night, April 13. There will be staff
man. Funeral semces wer held at Monday ^ foUowg; Alice May Wolf Allegan city fire department the actly the opposite is the case. The practice after the lodge.
entire force were re-elected.The
the Benson funeral home, Monday of
puH^n.
Marv
Barden
of
Casco,
of Pullman, Mary Barden of Casco,
address should be written on only
The Semper Fidelis clasvbf the
afternoon.Rev. S. E. Kelley ofn- Avis Plogsterd of Hopkins, Mar- personnel includes Fire Chief one side of a package. The post- First Reformed church motored to
Henry
Maentz,
Capt.
William
Falk,
dated. Burial was in Oakwood.
garet Swicoski of Casco, Oren Lieut. Floyd Harter, Orson Cobum office is now trying to educate the Grand Rapids Tuesday evening
where they were most delightfully
The Ottawa-Allegan Council has Burch of Pullman, James Brinkert secretary, Harold Bostwicktreas- public on this point.
Albert Teerman of Holland was entertainedat the home of Mrs. B.
been assigned the task of arrang-iof Hopkins, Robert Nicolai of Alle- urer, and John McKinnon captain
n exhibit
exhibiton
on “Rural Scouting” gan and Nelson Brinkert of Hop- of fire police. The department an- denied a divorce from his wife, Schaafsma, a former member of
ing an
at the Biennial Scout Executives’ kins.
swered 41 calls during the fiscal Alice Teerman, by judge Croas at the class. Mrs. Schaafsma was forTraining Conference to be held at
“Truth and Freedom” will be the year ending April 1. Besides the Grand Haven. He sought to secure merly Miss Grieselda Nykerk of
Cornell University, Ithaca, New sermon subject of the Rev. F. J. city, 200 rural subscribers have a divorce from her on the charge this city. After a short business
York, in September. Suggestions Van Dyk at the Central Park protectionof the city fire forces.
of extreme and repeated cruelty, session the party staged a surprise
Parisian Coats
from the field
eld will
wi be appreciated. church next Sunday morning at 10
but the judge said the evidence did shower for Miss Grace Post who
The
Holland
players presented not warrant a decree on those will be a June bride. The following
after
Several South Haven high school o’clockdaylight saving time. The
the drama, "Deacon Dubbs” last grounds. The case was preceded were present: the Misses Alberta
pupils and teachers plan a motor, choir anthem will be an excepFriday night under the auspices of some time ago by a family quarrel Rawls, Jeannette Hoffman, Ruth
Worth, Channel,
trip through the east, beginningtionally beautifulone, entitled,
the local O.E.S. to a partially and an assault and battery case in Mulder, Henrietta Vanden Berg,
June 11 and continuing until' June “King All Glorious-”by George M.
Jenny, Patou,
filled auditorium.
The
had Holland Justice Court, and other Betty Van den Berg, Hilda Kampen,
.......
- parts
r
80. The South Haven senior class Vail. At the evening service, be- wucu
been well assigned, and the lines proceedings for divorce had been Henrietta Brinkman, Delia Nagelginning
at
7:30
p.
m.
(D.
S.
T.)
will present its class play, "Officer
Paquian and
hout, Fannie Dekker. Henrietta
thoroughly committed.Every instituted
'
666,” Thursday and Friday nights. the sermon will be on “The Choice
actor
did
well;
ao
weR
that
The
cantata>
..0ur
Livinjl,
Driesenga.
Dora
Feikema,
Jean
Lanavin
The cast includes William Ijme, of Lot” and Mrs. F. J. Van Dyk
William Smethells, John Royal, will sing as a solo, “Come Ye wondered,just a little,that jR.h under the direction of j Vander- Feikema, Wilma Van de Bunte, Rewag presented by the Sixth ka Hulsman, Betty Ver Schure,
Clement Zipperstein, Jack Schrock, Blessed” by J. Prindle Scott. All so much talent and so much tune
Reformed church in Grand Haven Nita Van Haaften. Amy Mulder,
Jack Adams, Ruth Snyder, Helen who come to worship at Central spent in preparation, a
a stronger plot had not been choTuesday night to a eroded Svelyn Westenbroek, Mabel Mulder,
Griffin, Carra Hale, Milton Reese, Park are assured of a cordialwelsen.—
Tennville
I bouge
Grace Post, Berdiene Vinkemulder,
John Malbone and Wendell Davis, come.
Harold DeLoof, Mrs. Cas.
= h" I Jacob Essenburg of Borculo and Mrs.
Knoll, Mrs. Ray Pas, Mrs. Gerrit
Girls
Rooks, and Mrs. B. Schaafsma.
Prizes were won by Grace Post and
|C I the prsence of immediaterelatives, Betty Ver Schure.

Con Quist, Holland, arrested for The monthly meeting of the
dpeeding in Grand Rapids, paid Brotherhood of First Reformed
fine and costs of $10.00 in the fur- church of Allegan was a gathering
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John Lokker, who has been in
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A After Easter Sale of

ORIGINAL PARIS COATS
$19.50 $29.50
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$39.50 $49.50
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Thursday, Friday

&

Timely Value on

$7.50 $9.75 $15.00 ?

flllRev. J. Van Peursem of the First
Reformed church of Zeeland pro
nouncing the marriage ceremony.
The young couple will make their
mme in Holland city where Mr. Es»enhrrr«- has employment.
Small boys today, as a lark,
started the big sedan of Walter WANTED— To buy a twin cylinder motorcycle. ----Must be
in good
Lane as it was standing on an in
dine near 25th street and Central running conditionand at a reasonavenue. They pushed the car and able price. Address all lettersto|
Itpeal4
then it kept going until it landed this
in a ravine, considerablydamaged.
Friday evening the Rev. John FOR SALE— Four geese, all laySverington will deliver his celeAlso one gander. W. T.
ing.
brated lecture on “The Gardens of Smith, on the Gilman Road near|
England” at the First Methodist
3tp-Apr. 28
church. Mr. Everington has some
rare pictures and will make a deFOR SALE— Full bred Guernsey
lightfully happy evening for all atCalf, 2 mo. old. H. A. Broulllet
tending. Admissionis free, but an
Farm, 4 miles north Lakewood
offeringwill be taken.

-Want Ads-

So new, so becoming, so practical and specially
priced coats, tbat feature the smartness of Kasha
tweeds and Chenial trimly tailored,with unique
trimmi r gs. In Navy, Tan and Green.

I

paper.

Saturday
Will Be Big

Days

Sizes, 6 to 16

An

3tpea28

Fred Meyer, Mr. and Mrs. James
Taylor, Ben Brower, Oscar PeterFOR SALE— Reo speed wagon, ton
son, Pat Nordhof, A. J. Westveer
truck chassis in excellent condi M. L. Hinga, Herbert Ingham, Pau
tion, run 5,000 miles. J. S. DykCoster and George Damson were

to

opportunity

chase your

those who saw Thurtson, stra, 29 E. 9th St., Holland, Mich.
the magician, at Grand Rapids, last
evening.
FOR SALE— Trombone. 514 Cen-|
The junior branch of the W. C. tral Ave.
T. U. held their regular meeting
and supper Tuesday at the WomHave your decorating done early.
an’s Literay club tea room. A very
Spring wallpaper sample
iple books
entertaining program was given. now ready for your selection. S.
Two piano duets were given by Lois Kopperu, phone 7187— F 1-5. Ex. 4-7
Dressel and Ruth Dalman, reading
by Dorothy White, Dr. Frances M. FOR SALE - New 6 Tube Rrdio
Howell gave a very interestingad$25.00. A real bargain. Call after
dress. The supper was in chargeVif
5 P.
514 Central Ave.
Julia Van Oss and her committee,
and was served by four members
of the senior branch, Mrs. F. T.
Miles, Mrs. Wm. Vander Schel, Mrs.
received a carload of
M. Kolyn, and Mrs. Bertha Howland. The closing meeting will be No. 1 farm horses. These horses
held May 8. At this meeting the may be seen on the farm of John
girls will invite their mothers to
C. De Jongh, 1 mile west of Zee- ,
a pot-luck supper and program.
"The Patsy,” much anticipated land. Will also consider trading.
& DE JONGH,
comedy, presented by the Holland
Teacher's Club under the direction Tel 7237-F22 Zeeland, Route 2
of Mrs. Nina Daugherty, was a
huge success and charmed a large FOR SALE — Rickenbachersedan;
and enthusiasticaudience, Tuesda
run 10,000 miles; as good as new
evening. The cast was very well and well kept up. For a bargain,
chosen, and every member played enquire at A. M. Petersen, Lakehis part exceeding well. Mrs. Chas.
wood Farm, Holland,
3x
K. Van Duren as the lovable, honest and witty little Patsy charmed FOR SALE— Bam. Inquire 167 E.
her audience as well as her hero,
9th
,
Mr. Edward Hildner as Tony An' 3 t c a 14 «
derson, throughout the play. Mrs.
J. A. Bennett aa the warring faFOR SALE—
•vl • «V .two.^
ther and Mrs. Louise Krum as the
weeks old White Leghorn chicks *
weeping mother, drew many a
laugh. Miss Glennyce Dauben- for 13c each and up. Guaranteed ,
from good egg laying contest stock.
s peck as the selfish sister and Mr.
Gooi
Jeorgc Damson as her fiancee were Inquire at once at Raymond Van L
another well portrayed team. The Haitsma, 215 Jefferson St., Zee*
timely entries of Mr. Hartman as land, Phone

pur-

authentically

styled spring coat at

markable saving.

among

AT THE -

years.

Savings of $5.00 to $15.00 on each Coat

Saugatuck.

farm.

Coats

We

a

re-

have

gathered together the Paris

Coatsuccessesaccuiatelyre*

produced and cleverly adapted in these models—

!

and presenj them to you as
the greatest fashion-values
of ine season. Coats for
dress, sports wear or even
ing. Paris-favoredsilhou
ettes, and the loveliest fa
brics in Spring Colors, in

;

Jas.

A Brouwer Co

M.

1

HORSES FOR SALE!

We

A

eluding navy and black
Both luxuriously furred and
distinctly unfurred

BOUWS

Great Trade Expansion

.

models.

Misses Sizes 14 to 20

Womens

!

Sizes 36 to 48£

Mich.

St.

FUR SCARFS

^
]

On

.

Don’t miss this opportunity to

save on high quality Merchan-

dise. We have marked our
goods at prices you cannot resist. Come; we promise you
will not be disappointed.

422F2.

Mr. O'Haberty and Miss Alga Gygen as Sadie Buckanan, served to
thicken the plot.
One of Hope’s alumnae has recently distinguished herself. Rev.
Joan Vander ^peak, '23, a graduate
of Hartford Theological Seminary,
has received scholarship to Oxford,
England. This is the reward of
work well done.
The Maple Avenue young men’s
Bible class will hold a banquet at
the church Friday evening at 6:30
o’clock. New officers have been
elected for the coming year. The
Vander Hil
are: president,
- ---------- Jack
-

secretary,Clarence
treasurer, Ray
officers

SICICICICIEIEUCICI
laianananaiaiaisi:

De

Bos. The

3tpApxl4

CLOAK

“Paris decrees a season of swell furs.” The ROSE
STORE offers an almost unlimited choice of Pelts, Painted

Fox beautifullysilvered, Natural Red Fox,Cross Fox, Stone
Martin, Baum Martin, priced as low as

FOR SALE— Team

of black mares,
well matched, weight 1400 lbs., 6

$19.50 to $55.00

and 8 years old; also almost new
tractor, disc and plows; inquire
Ayrhurst Farm, Fennville,Mich.
3tC-414

HARRY MC ALPINE FARM

IN
Montery townshipfor rent. Inquire of Mrs. Elizabeth Willis at
the farm. Phone 701F82. 3tp-4*14

YOU

Rose Cloak Store

are readingthe want ad* I Bo do
6,000 other folks— they read them
ALL every w*sk. If you want to BILL,

Waard; BUY, HINT or HIRE anything, use
ibtiring ihe

WART

The Shop
37 East 8th st.

ADA. Telepehone 6060.

are John Galien, Gordon

Streur and Peter Zagers, Alex Van fOR RIHT— Oarage 47 Grave* Place
cement floor ana electric light.
Znnten is teacher of the cluss.

______

_____

___

_
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HOW FEDERAL

HOLLAND LAWYER

DETECTIVE CATCH
NO -SALES •

JCtenneyO)

PRICES

LOCAL
^.ENTERPRISE

EVERY DAY

WRONG DOERS

EVERY
STORE A

LOWEST

WOULD MARE
GOOD PREACH!

£

UNCLE SAM’S SLEUTHS
CATCH WOLDRING
RED HANDED

w

“quality— always at a saving u

DELIVERS' EASTER SERMOl
TO HIS SUNDAY SCHOOL

CLASS

"GOVERNMENT NEVER
LETS IT.

60-64 East Eighth Street

Ah

ALWAYS

GETS THEIR MAN"

Attorney Argues That
Agnontic Has No Leg to
Stand On.
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John Wold ring who for some
years was employed at the post
office and is now serving time in

Selling of

Wv

prison, represents another case of
where Uncle Sam never gives up,

and while the wheels of
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For 7 to 14*s
The fabrics are

the

splendid, long-wearing
quality that

know they

the ten, save the price of an
order and I’ll take it to the plumber," which he never did. In the
meantime statements were constantly being sent by the plumber
to the rural customer. The delivery of these statements would mean
the expose of the mail carrier Woldring. Therefore it was up to
him to destroy these monthly letters rather than deliver them.
The rural customer and the local
plumber met one day on the street
and compared notes. Then the
truth came out why the customer
was not paying his bill.
The matter was brought to the
attention of PostmasterWestveer,
the government agent was immediately sent for and a trap was
laid for Wold ring.

Mr. Diekema in an imprei
word picture portrayed what
ter really means to mankind.
Mr. Diekema said in part as fo

im

lows: "This is Easter morning,

have heard a wonderful
from our pastor this day cover
the entire subject. 1 wish to

W.

Ntl.tc!

Hope

TRACK TEAM

Hope Volunteers
Entertained
At Calvin

-

MEETS
SCHEDULED

HES

mothers

will find here.

Prints, stripes and plaids — sometimes combined with a
plain color. Each frock is a delight to girls and mothers,

„Our famous prices-—

Se

Much

nior Play entitled
“The Fool”

enthusiasm

and

honest

,

effort in being dinplayed of late by

April showers did not dampen
Truck is becoming more popular the Senior play cast in an attempt
the
god time had by the Student the world over. So it is at Hope, to make "The Fool" an exceptional
The plumber sent another bill,
the letter was personally handed Volunteers at their annual joint l.ast year was the first time that accomplishment. Rehearsal
,
by the clerk to the carrier, and meeting held with the Calvin Vol- track was stressed at our college.
This year the sport will be taken M“chwl b>’ Mr8' Fealy are conwhen the bundle of mail was made unteers last Wednesday.
up more extensively.Hope hag] ducted every Thursday,but daily the subject of Easter up from
up another clerk inspectedthe bunAmong
g other thin
things Dr. Bounin ! scheduledsome hard meets this practices are held by members of different angle in this class
dle to see* that the letter was there.
The postmaster anirgsvernmcnt of that seminary spoke forcibly on , spring. The first will be with the cast alone. The lines have all
"The human race is a great
the basic requirementsof Chris- 1 olivet. If there is one school {^,1, |f,med and indicationapoint reaaion moving on. We aee
in 'tl
see in
1 a,ncu
parade the wealthy and the
wh o went by the home of the man tian service. All missionariesmust which Olivet wishes to defeat,it is
in question as was expected, and Have an exalted conceptionof Hope. Therefore the track men toward a most successful produc- p|£y. Htricken, the good and the
upon his return to the officehe was God’s majesty and power, and a are working very conscientiouslyj tion.
always moving, and as this
.. »
channlmr Pollock- moves we see sorrow and hap{
asked what he did with the letter clear conviction of their own un- to uphold our record against Oli- ,.Th
,
* ness, we see marriage and
and sceijig that he had been worthiness,—then the message will vet. Our next meet is with Katamazoo College. If there is one , cen^erR uboUt the aristocratic min- shroud, but the long line kf
caught, He made a clean breast of lake care of itself.
The Hope Volunteers were espe- achool which Hope wishes to de- inter, David Gilchrist, who cannot moving on.
the whole affair, even helping to
piece together the letter in ques- cially intererted in their new li- feat. P is- Kalamazoo. The final 1 be confined only to the limited
"Repeatedlysome fall by
tion which was found in u waste brary. It is modern, beautiful and meet of the season will he held at bounds that his aristocratic church wayside. The forward line
Albion on June 1 and 2. These offers him, so he finds interestin thinner and thinner and gruduall
basket torn into small bits, which comfortable.
the government agent held as evimy. But the proceu
Not the least of the delightsof two days are known us field days, the slums of the large city. In
dence.
the entertainmentwere tn
re- in which all the M. I. A. A. track this new endeavor David does not augmented from time to time bl
Uncle Sam did not arrest and freshments;
regular banquet Hthletescompete for final honors, gain the hearty approval of his an ever increasinghorde we
convict Woldringfor taking mlUfry. with speeches and fun. The stu- aptain Kay De Young and parishioners,very much less that of as mankind. This is the pal
but for betraying a trust while in dents parted with mutual good Manager Walter De V elder are the the fair Clara Jewette, for whom of life that is passing. Man
the employ of the government, em- feeling and big plans for the fu- '••terans who are working out with he has a strong affection. The Fool born, man lives for a spell, t)
j the following- — -Dunnowold (captain
bracing such duties as are required
thus gets himself Into a most per- man pusses out. Some hold
.
. I of the cross-country team). John plexing situation,the solution of heads high looking heavenwi
in that office and which he swore
ba*. had many officers in
Alv, Vandcn Bu.h, George
he would perform to the best of
which can be witnessed on May 2 others are cast down in de*
the State organize
Do Koa, .lohn Nauta, Frank Hoacr,
his ability.
and 3, when "The Fool" will be others we see in thoughtful me
Hogeboon, and Delbert Kenney
in’
F| , K|(.ir|j
This in the eyes of the governstaged at the Carnegie gymnasium. tation and still others make it
are
former
presidents
and
Marion
MartithEd
Swarthout
and
primrosepath” and destroy th«
ment is a very serious offense, in
Penntngs is now
Charlc8 row,;„.
selves in riotous living.
fact it strikesat the very foundation of the entire service, and
"This parade is an awe inspirit
Coach Schouten is very much
ESSENCE OF
thereforethe United States govern
mind picture. We are all part
disappointed in tne turn-out this
REBUILD EDIFICE
ment is not lenient when it comes
that parade, we are also movir
spring. There are not enough
to such offenses.
on, but where to? The agne
men out for track to make a good
The Woldring affair, however, "Faith in the ability of the people team. It is impossible for a few
At a meeting of the members of gives us very little hope, they
gives some idea as to how Uncle collectively to make sane, orderly men to participatein all events. the Reformed church, whose edifice they do not know.
Sam’s men work.
plans for the future, is the very He urges more candidates to re- was destroyed by fire last week,
"I once heard in the halls
essence of continued national ex- port.
held in the Free Methodist church Congress at Waahington a West
PERCH WILL BE NEXT
Lstance.We must stop lurching
Wednesday night it was decided Senator delivera eulogy on tl
back and forth from desired exto rebuild on the old locationfac- late Senator HilJ and as a word]
HATCHERY’S
John Boone is to hold an auction ing USlfi instead of at Eastman- picture and for choice lan£
penditure of money to another,and
like grown men and women, learn sale Saturday of this week at his ville st.
ami for the summing up of
to stick to proportion and td plan," j farm on U. S.-31 — 5 miles north
The following persons were se- pood deeds of the departed, nothWith the trout hatch practically
says Albert W. Atwood in the Sat- ! of Holland. It is to he a big sale lected to act as a building com- ing could be more beautiful. But
completed and ready for planting,
urday Evening
| Mr. Boone states.
mittee: Peter Bolhuis, chairman; the climax rather filled me with]
the Comstock Park Hatchery exJohn Laug, W. VanAllsburg, Henry awe when the Senator from Kai
pects to begin its work with the
was dwelt on the hereafter,
Vanderlinden and C. Krooi.
annual hatch of perch about the
was groping in the dark
Work
will
begin
as
soon
as
plans
LOIS
MARSILJE
LICENSES
first of April, according to Overheld out little cheeY
TORS SENIOR ( LASS are decided upon. It is expected apparently
seer Arthur Host. Last year about
the building will be ready for oc- the sorrowing loved ones left
32,000,000perch in various stages
hin.l when he dismissed the subcupancy next fall.
of growth were shipped, and this
ject saying, ‘I don’t know.’ N<
year’s hatch promises to be as large
much fortitude in that.
if not larger.
NINE MILES OF
"Robert Ingersol,the greatest agnostic of his day, was a forcefi*
Holland High school, Her standTO
BE
ids.
TO
speaker.Possibly one of the most!
LET IN
Edwin Grumwell, 59, Conklin; ing was 97 per cent.
IN
brilliant orators of his time. InMiss W i n o n a Petersonw a s
Contracts for nine miles of gersol believed in studying life,
Celia E. Emmons, 45, Conklin.
RATE. SAYS
named salutatorianon a percent- county road were let by the road that was a present day subject h®
Allegan will set its clocks ahead Owen Stillson, 19, Grand Haven;
commissionThursday, April 19, in considered of which we knew litage of 9(J:2X.
one hour Saturday,April 14,' the Mabel Bray, 17, Grand Haven.
the county courthouse,according to tle, hut death was a mystery and
Ben
Bouman,
10,
Holland;
Jeanette
Miss
Grace
Bruizeman.
Miss
Evecouncil decided at a special meetFred McOmber, chairman of the of what was beyond, ‘I do not!
ing.
Vander West, 24. Holland.
lyn Beach, Roy Mooi and Miss Isa- commission.‘Over four miles of
know.’
Plans for a homecoming on Aug.
William II. Copper, 20, Grand Ha- bella Zuber all attained marks gravel road will be built in Way"But I claim that we do know.;
20-30, sponsored by the city, were
ven; Nellie Niemitz, 1!*, Grand above 95 per cent. Thirty-three land and Leighton townships known Christ the Son of man sufferedin
discussed.The last homecoming
members
of
the
class
received
as the Tbornapple road; nearly Gethsemane, that was a dark houf
Haven.
held here was 25 years ago.
marks above 90.
three miles of road known as Zee- to which the apostles could bear
A resolution was adopted provid- Jerry D. Baker, 21, Grand Haven;
Holland High school will gradu- land road, is planned between
witness.Then he was crucified and
ing for payment to volenteer fire- Florence Le Jeune, IK, Grand HaOveiisel and Fillmore townships, the heavens were darkened,tl
men for all alarms answered. In
I mencement. Sixteen members of
and about two miles of Schnnble earth quaked, the temples
the past payment was made only Peter Vander Lock, 21, Holland; , the class were enrolled in the NaBrook road will be constructed.
Jerusalem were partially dewhen water or chemicals were used. Gertrude Schaftemaar, 22, Holland, tional Honor society,as follows:
Recent rains washed out culverts
An effort will again be made Roy E. Barr, 20, Grand Rapids; Evelyn B *ach. Adelia Beeuwkes, on roads near Saugatuckand Hol- troyed, and even the blaspheming
Roman soldiers fell on their faces!
by the city to have gas rates low- Betty J. Fultz, 21,
president of the student council; land hut in general all county highin awe ami bear witness that this
ered, Mayor Joseph M osier, said
Bruinzem.n, ways are passable,McOmber says. is the Son of man.
today. The question, of asking the Douwft J. Vander Schaaf, frt, Ii.wa;
Permanent repairswill be made as
"Then the disciples tenderly laid
, SL
public utilitiescommissionto lower «»r>.
soon as settledweather conditions His broken body in the tomb to
commercialrates was brought be- George Gdlhespy,20, Co n k 1 n, Meengs, Roy Mooi, W. Peters,Kenpermit.
which they and other God fearing
fore the council and referred to the Margaret Roane, li, C
neth Sandy, Loretta Van LandeConstructionot the 1,400-foot men and women can bear witr
lighting committee headed by Chal- Jacob Evink, 23, Hudsonville; Jo- 1 geml.
' "While no one witnessedthe
strip of pavement in Fennvllle will
mers Monteith. iThe mayor says hanna Kamps, 19, Hudsonville.
- —
o
begin as soon as weather condi- resurrection of Christ there are
the city, however,will ask for a Lambert Bloemana, 23, Zeeland;
are favorable. The contract innumerable witnesses to whom He!
general reduction for all users.
BOYS DO tions
Albert Lammer, 20, Blendon.
to build this strip was recently let revealed Himself, including Mary
Robert Norris of the engineering
John Van Neil, 24, Holland; Co re
to the Northern Construction com- Magdalene, the two disciples whih
firm of Ayeres Lewis Norris and
Shuk, 20, Holland._
pany of Elkhart for $12,751.60 at on their way to Emmaus, and t<.
May, Ann Arbor, have made preIt seems that in severalparts of a meeting of the road commission the eleven disciples when Christ apliminary plans for a municipal dam John E. Doyle, 37, Grand Rapids;
and lighting plant met with the i neima.^^^s
the
younffBtm are makinK in Fennville. The pavement runs peared while sitting at meat a!
from M-89 east to the town line reproved them for their unbelif
and
|
»'.*»
and dan- road from Grand Junction to Hol- and later to the group of five hur
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ble Class that the agnostic has
to stand on when he attempts
diaproveor reflectdoubt that Chr
Is the Savior of man.
leg

customer asked Woldring for a
money older to pay part of it.
Woldring said, "Never mind, give

who have visited A
selling of gingham school dresses! /j.

selected for a surprisingly small expenditure. Girls

•

s*|§

up.

evidence itf^rfinst the rural carrier.
A customer north of Holland was
owing a local plumber a certain
sum of money for work done. This

little friends

Several new dresses for spring school days can

ed

took their time to get conclusive

Reading, Yiting and ’rithmetic are fun for Jane

this delightful

grind mighty slow some time, the
case is never closed until it’s cleanIn the matter pertaining to Woldring for instance, governmentmen

Becoming Styles! New Patterns!

and Betty and their

justice

atrangera been presentin

Men’s Bible Clasa at Hope chi
Sunday and had they not kne
Mr. Diekema as an attorney,
would undoubtedlyhave set
down as a Divine delivering
Easter sermon to a com
of men.
Mr. Diekema proved aonch
ly to the members of the Men’s
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To Be An All-American
It

Had

to

Be Built

Endure

to

COOPERSVILLEFOLK TO

SOUND

ON

BUSY

PROGRAM

Post.

MAE

MARRIAGE

ROAD

CONTRACTS

ALLEGAN
SEEK
REDUCTION
GAS

ALLEGAN

MAYOR

^IHU

j

A

2-DOOR SEDAN

.Jt)
'Body by

Have you ever inspected an AIIAmerieanSix?Dnvenit? Studied
itsspeeifieationsandthe dimensions of its vital parts? If you
have, you surely realize that to
he an All-Americanit had to he
built to endure.
. stamina
. •
ruggedness.Extreme simplicity
of design. Productionmethods
that tolerate no compromise
with quality. Every engineering
advancement contributing to

For here are-size

.

.

.

T045

ruh~

long life. Take its engine as an
example. Big, clean, equipped
with the G-M-R cylinder head.
212 cubic inches displacement
. 79-lb. crankshaft . . . crank.

.

case and cylinder block of
“bridge-truss” design.

*

You

eon choose the. All-American
with assurance that you’re getting a ear which will lost. Gome
in . . . learn the reasons for its

staunchness

.

of

mileage and

.

.

for its

mastery

time.

\

' I/indm, Coup*, 9IOi.ii Snort Ron, Inter,9107 .1 Phaeton, 91075; 4-Door Sedan, 911*5; Cabriolet. 91155;

'
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THOUGHTLESS
MUCH DAMAGE

^oper^
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Bernard Vanden Berg, 22, Holland; j fferouspastime. Fire alarm boxes
Tena Derks, 20,
are being tampered with, the

operating its own plant.

RADER OBJECTS TO HARP

Holland.

dred. And to His

land.

He

LOCAL

TO

Earl M. Wierda, 21, Fort Benning,glasses being broken in many inGa.; Yvomie Sinclair, 18, Grand j stances. This not only entails
:
much expense to the city, but is
"Heaven as a place where we Leonard M. Riemcrsema,23, Conk- also a dangerouspractice, and Fire
play a harp and sing psalms all lin; Marie G. Breen, 21, Coopers- Chief Blom and Chief of Police
Van Ry have issued an appeal to
day would be hell to a real human,"
G. H. Kooiker, 121 E. 8th, Holland, Mich. Phone 2551
said Rev. Luke Rader Tuesday Walter J. Kimball, 28, Holland;parents to instructtheir children,
as it is impossible to watch all ot
night at the evangelisticservicein Dena Roerink, 22,
the boxes.
Henry
Sail.
29,
Zeeland;
Jennie
Knthe Coliseum.
Thursday half of Holland was
"But there is nothing in scrip- sing, 25. Hudsonville.
lure that portrays such a heaven," John Vander Koov, 19, Zeeland; left without an alarm system because a boy at the Van Raalte
he continued. "Heaven is a place Hattie Ensing, 19, Jamestown.
Ernest
Edwards,
24,
Newaygo;
j school pulled the lever down far
prepared for those who believe,
enough to break the circuit. As a
where men will be free to do as Olive Harris, 18,
thev plea.e with all the power of William Ncinhuis, 51, Olive; Hat- j result if there had been a fire no
lie Hiemstra, 43,
alarm could have been turned in.
PRODUCT OP CbftLUAL MOTORS
God.
"The glory .of....................
a human being is John Stroven, 21, Coopersville; ; Five men were employed nearly
that he Yu created in God’s image! Minnie Lemmen, 20, Coopersville.a half day trying to locate the mer.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew8 Plantinga
Wallace Dykl
with the power of understanding John Sloothaak, 20, Holland; Ma- break and had to test each box
showed more than $14,000 had ring.
REPORT $14,000 BUDGET
and working with
telda Van Dyke, 18, Holland. until the right one was found. A and daughter, 287 West 13th street, Zoot of Holland,
o
Bert A. Crammer, 28, Holland; school fire with the alarm system returnedlast week from an ex- Tuesday visitii
been received and expended by the j G. V. Fales and M. B. Trigg were
Mr. Schuil said yesterday that , Henrietta Deur, 28, Fremont. dead would not be a joke, and the tended trip to the Netherlands.
parish the past year, including
trustees,and H. Teusink,
there ought to he 50.000 bass plant- ! Henry Fisher, 38, Grand Haven; chief says Ihe only way the matter They returned on the SS Volendam.
Report of Financial Sec’y E. H.
cost of the new classroom and rec- G. Vanden Bosch and W. Brink ed in the ponds by the first of June Margaret Dykstra, 23, Grand Ha- can be handled is by co-operation They report a wonderful trip
Miller at the annual meeting of the
of the parents.
abroad
if everything goes as is planned, ven.
Presbyterian church, Allegan, reationalrooms added to the build- elders.
lonrianSedan, tl JOi. \r,r Seri-. Pontine Six, 97 i5 to 9X7'.. .411 price, at factory. Deliveredpricee
include minimum handling charge*. Caty to pay on the Central Motor* Time Payment Plan.

MUSIC IN

HEAVEN

OAKLAND SALES AND SERVICE

Haven.
ville.
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Holland.

KLAND

Holland.

ME RICAN SIX
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Olive.
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Him."
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discii

go to prepare a pi art
for thee.’ The Bible is so replC
FOLKS
VISIT with proof that Christ the son
God did come to earth, did die
THE NETHERLANDS
the cross was buried and the
ascended into Heaven, that thr
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Westra, 284 can be no remaining doubt in tl
East 11th street, and Mr. and Mrs. minds of those who will beliei
Rense Sybesma, 205 East 9th
"He is our only mediator and
street, expect to leave on Saturday, is His blood that cleanses, it
May 5th, on the Holland-Americanfaith in Him that dispells all doul
Line SS Volendam for a visit to the that takes all sting out of
Netherlands.
and fills mankind with hope fc
Mrs. Hendrika Van Kooy will bright hereafter beyond the
leave Saturday, April 28, on the SS
"I do not believe in the
Rotterdam for an extended visit know’ of the
among relatives ami friends in the and believewc
Netherlands. She expects to be Word today has
gone the greater part of the sum-Jen.”
said, 'I
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Growing Better
Weird
Chicks Says County
Farm Agent Easter

Rites

ALSO TELLS HOW TO PLAN
ALFALFA SEEDING

of the

By C. P. Mulham
Farmers who are planning on
seeding alfalfa or sweet cl<over
this spring will be glad to know

With the approach of Holy week,
the Penitentes forsake the role
of stupid peons and once more take
up their yearly scourging. After
the passing of Easter, because of
the rigors, each brother has accomplished one more act to be used
for his salvation, has taken another step that should bring him closer to heaven.
All the year around, the Penitentes nre Indifferent Mexicans,living In their adobe huts, which they
have made with their own hands
existing In a land of manann.
sometimes raising little fields of
stunted corn, or chill peppers, or
Mexican beans; sometimes tending
their few scrawny chickens or

try department of the Sate College is co-operating with agricultural agent Milham is progressing
nicely. The four brooder house
building demonstrations held last
week in connectionwith the project
drew an attendance of over 150.
Over 250 poultrymen are moving

brooder houses to clean ground, disinfectingbrooder houses, operating
the stove according to directions
and feeding the following mash for goats. They are never hurried,
the first three weeks of the chick’s never do anything, yet have little
time. If anyone asks them for
life.
something they Invariablyanswer,
60 lbs. yellow com meal.
20 lbs. Michigan white wheat “Hay poco tiempo”— "I have little
time." Thus theirs Is n life of poco
middlings.
tiempo, except during Lent.
10 lbs. dried milk.
Rarely at any other time during
5 lbs. fine meat scrap.
the year do the Penitentes become
4 lbs. steamed bone meal.
1 lb.
, , . active. If they do, It Is on All
No scratchgrain is fed with this Souls’ day, two days after Halloween
hopped feed mash. Care and Feed- time. Then they make a procession to their cemetery, whipping
ing of Growing Chicks, BulletinNo.
their backs as they go. Occasion52, is the textbook used by the
ally, when one of their brotherhood
poultrymen.
has died, they convene nt his house
o
to hold prayer, chanting a strange,
BUSSES TO
litanylike song, praying late Into
A
the night for the departed sonl.
Lenten Observances.

salt.

.

OPERATE ON

NEW SCHEDULE

The Greyhound will have a

dif-

ferent schedule beginning April 4.
The coaches to Zeeland and
Grand Rapids will leave Holland at
6:30 A. M., 8:15 A. M., 9:45 A. M.,
11:45 A. M., 1:15 P. M., 2:45 P. 11.,
4:45 P. M., 6:00 P. M., 7:45 P. M.,
9:15 P. M., 10:45 P. M.
They will leave for Grand Haven
and Muskegon at 6:15 A. M., 9:35
A. M., 2:40 P. M., 4:40 P. M., 7:40
P. M, 10:40 P. M.
They will leave for Saugatuck,
South Haven, and Chicago at 8:55
A. M., 10:55 A. M., 12:55 P. M.,
3:30 P. M. to Benton Harbor only,
5:50 P. M., 11:50 P. M. to Chicago.

- o

-

shows much sign of

life

and then

taken down, wrapped In a
and carried away.
Deaths Not Uncommon.

died from exhaustion and too rigorHoly Friday which awakens
ous self-torture,but these stories are
their zeal to the highest pitch.
short lived. Should a Penitente
Raw, blistery winds of March or
betray his brotherhood, then the
April blow, swaying the blackishpenalty Is to be burled alive. Congreen pinion trees dotting the region where the Penitentes live; sequently,no one has ever talked.
However, at present, the crucithe land has •been picturesquely
fixion Is more guarded and merely
named the Sangre do Crlsto range
takes the form of tying the victim
—blood of Christ— by the Spanish
to the cross with ropes. Even
explorers because of the rednow. the spectacleof tying el Crlsstained rocks on the mountainto Is beginning to be eliminated,
sides, rocks showing a ferric comor else performed at night, on
position.
Thursday evening. Guards with
On Friday afternoon the Penl- guns are usually posted at the ceretente brotherhood hold the greatest
monies In order tc keep away the
of their spectacles. They have been
flaying themselves off and on all
during Holy week; their backs nre
masses of congealed blood and outraged flesh. Nevertheless, they
begin again with augmented fervor
shortly after ndon, coming out clad
Brisk only In trousers and beginning the
big procession ; the enacting of the

EASTER MORNING

Crucifixion.

gether with the amounts, etc., are
found below:
Gordon Streur, 231 West 18th
street, glass in porch, $50; W.

symbol which he usually can hardly drag, staggeringunder the
weight. Behind him come the others, the singers and those who flay
themselves with whips made from
the yucca or ‘'soap-weed." The
plant Is common throughoutthe
Southwest and bears long, fibrous
blades; It Is used by the penns to
make crude soap ; the tough blades
are also used as twine.
Usually, those scourging themselves take one step forward and
then pause, bringing down the cutting fibers of the whip upon their
already much bleedinghack with a
dull thwack. The rhythm of the
chant aids their regularityof motion. If any lag In his fervor of
taylAf on blows or shrinks nnder
them, then a master In charge will
remind him, by bringing down a
blacksnake on his shoulders, of his

street,

garage, $150; Herman Steggerda,
233 West 19th street, garage, $150;
John Brinkman, 162 East 26th
street, residence $3,500, garage,
$200; Mrs. Jenne Oppeneer, 220
West 14th street, garage $100; C.
M. Phemambucq, 26 East 6th
street, enclose porch with glass,
$200; H. P. Bartlett, 153 East 15th
street, garage $125; Russell Rutgers, 39 East 20th street, garage
$150; Henry F. Koop, 264 Lincoln
avenue, $200; Joe Schippers, 79
West 20th street, residence$3,500;
Ernest Vanden Berg. 188 East 26th
street, residence$3,600 and garage
$200; John H. Snuverink, 388 West
17th street, garage, $175; Holland
Lumber and Supply company, warehouse, $750; Ben Boeve, 610 Central avenue, garage $125; John

Van

Appledom.

international Newsreel

This picture shows one of the
uniformed attendants at the Vatican operating a private branchswitchboard by which all parts of
the vast structure are connected
telephonicallyand by which the
fire department may be summoned
in time of need.

?

we were too busy.
A program will be rendered by
the young people the 11th of April
in the Christian Reformed church
of Oakland. Everybody is invited,
bring your friends.
Mr. Harm K. Brower lost a
valuable horse through death.
Mr. Bert Arendson was on a

Phone 2322
Cor. 7th

8

Central

HOLLAND, MICH.

a

ft
Ridyouraelfof“creeping ills." Put your body in
tr*m ky cleaning up your blood from the slowing

L
^

sick
VI!

HAARLEM OIL
c a»* s u u m s

YVfc

mm

liver and bowels. You may rely upon
the famous old Dutch Nations!
Household Remedy— in use since
1696. The originaland genuine.

^ KIDNEYS

NOW?

Accept no Imitations
Throo Shns

Druggists

life.

But where others have speculated

and surmisedand reasoned from
nature, the Christianhas been able
to offer proof of his belief In Im-

mortality through the Resurrection of his Lord. To him, every
Indirect promise Is overshadowed
and made Insignificant by the assurance that Christ on that first
Easter morning “became the first
fruits of them that slept."
Easter day, throughout the Christian world the victoryof the Lord
over the grave Is commemorated.
It Is a day symbolic of new life,
and may be likened to the day of
beginning again. In the Christian
church It Is the happiest of the
festivals. In gratitude for the
promise that the day recalls, the
Christianworld expresses Itself In
song, In prayers ,of praise, In brilliant pageantry, and In offerings
of nature’schoicest gifts, the

BoOinis Building Service
'N

Builders

may

The materialist
read his
fate In the processesof the natural
world, and the rationalist may Indulge his doubting that the Resurrection of Christ was an actual
occurrence, hut Easter is not the
day for either of these to be heard.
The chorus of rejoicingover what
Christiansdown the ages have believed to be the supreme victory
of all time, drowns out all discordant voices. The spirit of a
Resurrected, Living Lord will be
present In millions and millions of
faithfulhearts, giving double assurance that the tomb of Jesus
of Nazareth Is empty.

Retailers ofBuilding

Materials

Free Plans Furnished for

CompetitiveFigures

What could be more In season
than this spring maiden with her
Easter symbols?

ITHOUT

a cent of Cost, our architects will

new home you have

EASTER DECKLING

There

is absolutely

in

help you work

and individual plans for the

mind.

no obligation and you are privileged to have

these plans submitted to any contractor you wish for figures.
Hove
In

ijouever

pr

been

to

Easterville

Frankly—
little journeys

Its a

Queer

little town

vice
justover the

Grand Haven, April 4— Crowds
vere here from Nunica and surrounding country to listen to the
livorce case of Edna Palen against
''rank Palen of Nunica. The woman
s supporting three children, by

\

from us.

the

Easter

cost you less, as we buy in
quantities for three large yards at Mus-

kegon, Holland and Grand Rapids.

Mouse does roarn

_

1

And

the

THIRID-You

have no delays, as our stocks are
complete on lumber, doors, windows, in-

Easter Hen and her Easter chicKs

her farm and taking in

warders.

She was given the deed to the
'arm, when it was about to be sold
'or taxes three years ago and she

cost you nothing.

SEGOND-Materials

That's where the Easter Rabbit lives

Where

an opportunity to explain the savings, ser-

and quality you secure in purchasing your building materials

FIRST-Plans

NUNICA WOMAN IS GRANTED
A DIVORCE

is

hill

Where QueerlitilefolKs abound.

-

we ask

all

round?

bered 47 while during the same
period of time in 1927 City Clerk
Peterson made out 63 permits. The
total amount of money of permits
issued was $152,296.00 less than for
those made out for the first quarter last year.

InEasterville hove their home.

terior trim, asphalt shingles, roofing, ce-

•edeemed it.
The judge granted the decree and
Palen is to be allowed to come
mme once a week to see the chil-

ment, lime, plaster, etc.

Iren.

But

\MUSEMENT PARK TO BE
BUILT ON SCENIC ROAD
NEAR MUSKEGON

the

Queerest

of ell

Of whom we bve
' Is

(Grand Rapids Herald Bureau)

iW.

-

these Easter folK

With

its

oueer

FOURTH-A11

little

fluffy

materials are guaranteed highest

quality.

to talk.

the Easter Duckling so

?7

The Muskegon Amusement asso•iation is the name of a new orrnnization to be developedhere
vithin the next two weeks, accord
ng to a decision reached today!
:ts

CABS ALWAYS AVAILABLE

flowers.

000; Jacob Vanden Bosch. 118 East
14th street, reroofing$75.
The permits issued during January 1st to April 1st, 1928, num-

•’jnning

Friend Tavern

that strikes the explorer Is the
elaborate preparations that had
been made for ministeringto the
soul of the departed In the future

brick building 83 by 117 feet, $35,-

o

Warm

556

Lawndale
Marinus Dombos, West 20th street between
Pine and Maple avenues, residence
$4,500; Ottawa Furniture company,

-

of the

out attractive, economical

court, garage $250;

Established a Stand at the

Central Ave. Side Entrance

Katy Never-Did

The amount of building permits
Grewsome Ceremoniese.
issued by City Clerk Oscar PeterOne of the Penitentes Is chosen
son during March was $53,000.00. to take the part of el Crlsto and
Those applying for permits to- carries the cross, a heavy, crude

Brondyke.303 West 14th

Have

Is

cloth

Amount To $53,000
Not Quite So
As In 1927

§

Hie Yellow Cab Compaoy

OAKLAND

It Is

March Building
Permits in Holland

Building

For the Convenience
of the Public

A farmer has a small daughter
whose sister hod Just seen the hug
Formerly, nailing the victim to
that makes that mysterious noise of
the cross was quite common; deatli
"katy did, katy-didn’t." Their facame also as often to their ranks. Happiest Festival of
ther told them to go to the barn
The corpses were ferreted away and
and see a large katy did that was
probably buried. But notldng defithe Christian Church on a plow. The childrenwent and
nitely has ever been proved against
"He Is not here, but Is risen." when the small one spied the Insect
the cult; In th<f past, rumors have
Uttered from an empty tomb by she burst out In an excited voice. business trip to Holland.
circulatedabout this Penitente or
Mrs. John Weaver is on the
angel lips this startling declara- "There, there 'tis— see. a kutythat not being seen after Holy tion forms the only satisfyingan- never."
list.
week; men have been known to die
swer to the query of the ages, “If
All daring Lent, though, they from the excessive fanaticism of a man die, shall he live again?"
their ritual. Now, the news that
hofi secluded praying, going In
As the tombs of ancient Egypone of them has been killed during
small processionsIn the night, Intians nre opened to the light of
the crucifixion spreads, now one has
this modern day, the first thing
dulging In some self-flaying, bnt

.

-

-

Telephone System
Protects Vatican

;

Penitentes

that the agriculturalagent's office
at Grand Haven will have bacterial
cultureon hand to distribute.This
material is used to innoculate legume crops to enable those crops
to take nitrogen from the air and
deposit it in the soil in a condition
available for plants to use to make
better growth.
Ottawa (Runty’s Grow Better
Chicks Campaign conducted on
the local leader plan by the poul-

TH^rcurious stranger. Anyone apBUILDING BOOM IS ON AT
remissness; the leatherwhip cuts proaching too close la duly threatSPRING LAKE
ened. Boys have taken hikes Into
the nlr with a sharp whistling.
No Limit to Self-Torture.
the mountains, to behold the specOften these rigors are not enough ;
Spring Lake is having a small
tacle of the Penitentes whipping
the cholla cactus, one needle theipselves. Many have crouched building boom, with a number of
of which has been known to drive behind a rock or a bush on a hill, cottages and filling stations going
horses to fury, is packed about watching the ritual closely, while up. Three new homes on U. S.their chests, or yet again, the renlexpecting any minute to receive 131, outside Ferrysburg, are under
tentes walk across these with their from their rear the shot of dread- construction.
bare feet, or fling the branches of ed and doubtful “bacon rind."
The records thus far have beaten
needles on their backs. The cholla Such hikes provide great thrills for Grand Haven.
needles nre long and malignant
the youths and also material for a
they stick In the Qpab as If barbed, story which they can recount to
4 MUSKEGON RUNAWAYS
and burn like fire, working their their less fortunate comrades. A1 NABBED IN GRAND HAVEN
way Inward, where they cause pus- person not having seen the Penitules. Imagine many of these tentes Is considered unworldly-wise
Four Muskegon boys, ranging in
needlesIn one’s flesh! And yet the and a "ninny."
age from 10 to 13 years, were
Penitentes, with zealous cries, conCult Is Dwindling.
picked up by city officers from the
tinue their way to the place selectThus does the cult flourish In
ed ns ol Cnlvarlo,all their pain New Mexico, southern Colorado, noon Pere Marquette freight train
after the conductor had discovered
subjugated by their religious fanatsouthern Utah and eastern Arizona. them stowed away. They are: Walicism.
Amid loud lamentation,the pil- But each year this sect is becom- ter Kunynix, 10; Mitt Kunynix, 13;
ing less and less conspicuous,with- Leo Majeski, 10, and Frank Magrimage of the Cross Is enacted,
the man staggering under the drawing more and more Into the jeski, 13.
fastnessesof the mountains.
They are wanted by probation
weight of the symbol. He precedes
Undoubtedly,tourists have beheld officers in Muskegon.
the group; his back Is now bleedthe Penitenteminiature crosses
-o— ----ing, now clotted. When he reels,
erected along some highways as
showing signs of being about to
they have ridden over the rough,
fall, one of the elder brothers In
dirt roads In the neighborhood of
rank helps him. Once attaining
the colonies. Piles of rocks hold
What is the matter with this
the spot chosen as Calvary, cl Crlsthese crosses upright They are burg, we never hear from it, let us
to Is usually tied with ropes to Ids
some three feet high.
have some news every week.
cross ami raised. Indeed, what a
But the passing of the Holy week
Mr. Harvey Kickover and Miss
spectacle; the sky lowers like a
marks the cessationof their cere- Hattie Beress were united in marclouded opal, and the raw, penemonies and of their greatest activtrating breeze fans the trousersof
riage last Friday.
ity. During the rest of the entire
the Penitentes. These people beMr. Lester Wyngarden, teacher
year, they arc peaceful people who
lieve that bad weather Is synonyof the Hawthorne school for eight
carry on their meager farming. As
mous with Holy week, that the
years, intends to move to Zeeland,
a people, they nre superstitious, having accepted a position there.
weather must be bad because It Is
a time when every one mourns. impressionable,and are commonly
Mr. Gerrit Brookhuis who has
And still they worship, oblivious of known ns mestizos; that Is, half- been seriouslyill with pleurisy is
breeds
of
Indlan-Spanfsh
descent
the cold winds, lifting their cries
nicely improving.
and chants, whipping vigorously. hut, oftencr. they are of Indian
We had no April fool this year,
El Crlsto hangs until he no longer descent alone.

and

fat

FIFTH -We

operate one of the largest mill- work
plants in Michigan and can turn out all
the special work on any home with speed

waddling walk.

JESsi

and quality.

purpose is the establishment of

in amusementpark on the new
iconic highway at a point about 12
niles north of the city. Hart P.
French, an amusement nark opervtor of experience,with W. H. Merrill, operator of a roller skating
rink here, are prime movers in the
project.

Patterned after Riverside park at
Detroit, with newer features added,

The Easter Duckling
Its

And
To

Easter message
this

cute

will bring

of

in

now and

let us

famish you plain, without cost, for a

btanlifiil

low cost

bi

cheer

little Duckling will

visit you all this

Come

top

soonbeYourd

year.

it is believed the

park will draw
heavily from tourist trade. The
heach at this point on Lake Michirnn is exceptionallydesirable, with
vast expanse of white sand for
Je. Bath houses will be
Mad v Hi.MDMOir*.
and an aerial railroad
patrons of the resort
highlands to the beach
again. Cunningly deLiberty
A Loote-Leafed Affair
Among Thote Muting
to simulate airplanes
Liberty Is safe for one man on tv
nf flvlmr
The book of nature la always
Another missing girlie— the on<
pital will be repre- when he Is willing to grant other beautiful, but it gets short of leaves / who used to sing while helpin :
men theirs.— New York Telegram. In the
/ mother wash the dishes.

V

I

/

Bolhuis Lumber
200

&

Manufacturing Co.

-

EAST SEVENTEENTH STREET

Holland,

Michigan

/

'

autumn.

=

PAGE THREE

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Vriesland temporary liriOVED UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL
clerk. Rev. Gerhard DeJonge of

MORTGAGE SALK

nema of

Zeeland continues as stated clerk,
to which office he was elected 39
years ago this month. Delegates
were elected to the particular
synod of Chicago, which will convene in May in First Reformed
church, and general synod, which
meets in New York City in June.

CHAINS FOR THE BORER!

1DAY SCHOO

Where** ctef»utt h*» been m*ite In the
ronditinn*of * mortirnire, d»ted the 14th
dav of February, A. D. 1131. made ami
executedby John R. Ptoeker and Evange-

LESSON

line M. Stoeker.hu«baml and wife a* mortira(ror*to Alfred Petemnn and Martha R.

gJdSTjRDAX;

Bolhuis Building Service

Cream -

POR
Peterton. hiuhand and wife, n» mortCHAppj,
D^lOKIfOLl
Kairee* ; and recordedIn the Office of the
R Ctrl,ter of Deed* of Ottawa County. MlehHANDS.
Emollient
igan on the 7th day of March. A. I>. 1®!L
FACE.
In Liber lift of mortgage* at l>age «1S.
ros
LIPS
by which mortgage It U exprr««lyagreed
Daily U«e
AMD
that *h«ilddefaulthe made in any of the
AS
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Albert GilROUOHH
payment* therein provided for the i>eriod
for April
of thirtyday*, that the whole *um Own
crest of 18th street and Cleveland
pEADTintf
due should become due and payable and
James Hole, 627 Michigan avenus a
where** laid payment* of Interest and InTRANSFIGURATION
the Holland hospital, April 1.
ftallmentdue have not been made, and
Will make the Skin clear.
SERVICE
as id principal*um t* now due and pay$ ncoth and white and preserve
able. and other eondltlonaof said mort|
gage are unfulfilled«o that the whole
it from the artioa of dryioa winds
LK8SON TEXT— Mark 9
GOLDEN TEXT— He that abldfth amount secured hy aald mortgage together or cold and bright auRshite.Quirt|
with
Interest and Insurance are now due
in me, and 1 in him, the pant* benrIv soothes and heals Sunburn . tCRetailers of Building
eth much fruit: for apart from me and oavable,namely,
lema and all Ski i Eruptions,
Ralanre.Prinrtpat
13100.00
Miss Lois
Free has been ye can do nothlnK.
Interest
.......
—
22100
.. ........'TOPI
15^
T01TC— -JesuM Show*
Material
PRIMARY
chosen valedictorianof the Zeeland
Hie Glory.
for oentlemenafter shaving
High school senior class with an
mil.O®
JUNIOR TOPIC — Jcbu* Show*
And whereas said property so described
it will be found superior balcholic
- j
average of 97.36 for the four years
Free Plans Furnished
Toilet Waters.
H ? NT E iT
SENIOR in ‘aid mortgagewas conveyed by warwork. Miss DePree is one of the TOPIC—
Stoeker
What Faith and Prayer ranty deed hy the said John
MtttKtP I* Tltt UPPIUTPtY or C~'
for Competitive Figures
leading persons in the class, havanil wife Evangeline to George W. Madden
ADULT on November 22. A. t>. 1921. said warranty
ing taken part in many of the L'YOUNO
UastUlne A PcrUn* Drug C»
TOPIC— The Meaning of the Trans- deed being recorded in the office of the
a cent o( cost, our aichitectswill
local school activities.She was
Registerof Deed* of Ottawa County. Michflguratlon.
Grand Rapid*
Manistee
editor-in-chief
of Stepping Stone,
igan. In 1 Iher 193 of deed* at pnue RM.
heip you work out attractive, economical
on the K.th dav of December, A D 1921.
high school annual, president of
Christ announcedHis and
whereas said property a* describedIn
the Senior Girls’ club, president of death which was to take place on said mortgage vas conveyed by unit clnim
and individual plans for the
you have
Expire* April tl
the girl’s glee club, business man- the cross, the disciples were unable deed hv the said George
Madden and
wife I ottle to T. R. Joslvn and wife Lula
ager
of
the
junior
class
play,
class
to see how victory could Issue from
OHDFR FOR APPKARANC F.
For years farmers hare attached heavy chains,as illustrated, to
in mind.
M. on November Rth A D.
quit
treasurer in her junior year, secre- death. Jesus took with Him Peter, rlaim deal being recorded In the office of
STATE OF MICHIGAN
plows to get trash well plowed under. The practiceis especially
There is absolutely
obligation
you
tary of the sophomore class, edi- James and John Into the mountains. 'hr ??rpi*ter of Deeds of Ottawa ( Minty,
the Circuit Court for the County of
useful now in burying larvae of the European corn borer whirl,
tor for the freshman class and took
In order to revive their drooping Michigan in Liber 79 of deeds at page 283.
Ottawa in Chancery.
are privileged to have these plans submitted to
and where** the Power of Sale in sain
winter over in cornstalks. Long wires properly attached to the plow
part in the senior play and the spirits and restore their confidence mortgage has become operative and prowill do the same thing.
high school operetta.
He was transfiguresbefore them. ceedingsIn law hr In Knotty having been June W. Oakes. Mary McMillan Oakc-.
any contractors you wish lor ligures.
ll
for the recovery of the amount
Plaintiffs,
Salutatory honors were won by
men from the upper world Instituted
so claimed to he due. Three thotiaandsix
Miss Julia’ Bulthuis, whose per- were sent to converse with Jesus hundred and twenty-one dollar*(|33.t 00)
Frankly— all we ask is an opportunity to exSilas C. Hopkins. A. C. Douglas. Myron
has been arranged for May 5th.
centage for the past four years about His approaching death at e- and in additionan attorney fee gf ThirtyHarris, Alexander Bruce, Cornelia Cornfire
(138.00)
Dollar*.
was 94.78. Miss Bulthuis also was rusalem— the very thing about
tort, Maria C. Barton, Hannibal A. Hopplain the savings, service and quality you secure
Now. therefore,notice ts hereby given kin*. John R. Hopkins. Catharine 11 Smith.
At the meeting Wednesday night a leader in class activities, having which the disciples refused to talk.
that purauant to said power and the statute Ann P. Smith, Mordecal L. Hopkins.
the committee that is making ar- been class editor in her sophomore The transfiguration
in purchasingyour building materials
us.
Is therefore a In such rase made and provided the underAlexander Rrure. Jr., George Hruee, Marrangements for the district meet- and seniors years, on the business foregleamof the coming kingdom.
signed will sell at nubile auction to the garet Hruco,JessieHruee, Anne I.. Mount,
ing to be held here announcedthat staff of the senior play, glee club
I. Jesus Christ Glorified on the hlghct bidder on the front steps of the Mary Hruee. Louis II. Hruee. Stephen Mun
F
plans cost you nothing.
The Holland
club is the
Court House in the City of Grand Haven. roe, or their, and each of their unknown
the date has been finally set for member and organization editor of Mountain ( rv. 2, 8).
Michigan where the Circuit Court for lieir*. devisees, legatees nnd assigns
lame of a new organization that Tuesday, April 17, and it will be
He took the disciples “by them Ottawa Countv is held on the 18th day ol
the high school annual.
cost you less, as
buy in
Spring* Uke Sail Company,It* officer*
was formed in this -city last night at the Masonic hall.
speaker
Next in rank are Miss Esther selves" and was "transfiguredbe- June, A. D. I9JH at ten rt’rloekIn the fore- and stockholders
with a charter membership of 18.
the premises describeda« follow* :
quantitiesfor three large yards at
Dwight Cutler. Jr., MlllUon S. Cutler.
has not yet been assured. It was Holloman, 90.16; Miss Henrietta fore them." This shows tluit the pur- noon.
Hie West one half (Vj) of the F.nst one Esther Cutler Hagley. France* Cutler.
Officers have not yet been selected.
agreed to continue the tree plant- Scholten, 90.03, and Miss Nella pose of the transfigurationter half (>(,) of the Southwest quarter
Holland and
Rapids.
Mary Cutler Hardy,
ing and work will begin soon on Derks, 87.78, the first five of the minuted upon the disciples and and the Fast ten (10 arrea of the SouthDefendant*.
Coach Hartman of the local high the Alpena Beach road and along highest grades going to girls.
not on Christ. Christ’s rebuke of west quarter (»',) of the Southwest quarter
have no delays, as
stocks are
(V,) of sectionnumber one (1) In townSuit pending In said court on the 28th
school track activities states that the new road to Ottawa Beach
This year’s class numbers only Peter for his unwillingnessto hear uhlp number
(7) North of
dav of January, 1928.
complete
on
lumber,
doors,
interior
a large turnout with plenty of good Three hundred more trees will be 32. Principal M. A. Rogers states concerningIlls death apparentlyfor thirteen (13) West and containing fifty
In this cause it appearing from the
material has started practice.Many planted this year, making a total that the average scholarship per- a time estranged the disciples from (80) acre* of land accordingto the returns sworn Bill of Complaint on file that the
trim, asphalt shingles, roofing, cement, lime,
of the Surveyor General be the same more
above named Sila* C. Hopkins. A. C. Ihiugof the veteran letter men are among of 1800 trees planted by the local centage of this class is higher than Him. To heal this breach an unlas. Myron Harris, Alexander Bruce and
usual
transaction
was
required.
Ills
l,r
,e“'
ALFRED
PETERSON
plaster, etc.
those coming out, some of them be- legion.
in previous years.
Stephen Munroe are dead, that It^ I* not
MARTHA R. Pt-TTERSON.
shining raiment was typical of that
ing Tanis, Tysse, Elenbaas;Bonknown whether or not Corpella Comfort.
Hater March 16th, A. D. 1928
Marin C. Barton, Hannibal
Hopkins.
glory which shall he manifest when
All materials are guaranteed higl eit
netl, and M. Marcotte. The local
DEN HERDER.
Twenty-six churches were repreJohn V. Hopkins.Catherine H. Smith,
“A lazy man," aald Uncle Eben. Christ comes back to the earth.
Attorney for Mortgagee*.
track men i will stack up against
Ann
P.
Smith,
Mordeeai
L.
Hopkins.
Alexsented at the session. Rev. A. "la alius Industrious once In a
417-1* Ashton Rldtf,,
quality.
His appearanceon the mountain
Allegan on April 28 in a dual meet.
ander Hruee, Jr.. George Bruce, Margaret
Grand Rapids. Michigan.
while an’ dnt’s when It cornea t»v typifies His visible appearance on
Bruce,Jessie Bruee, Anne L. Mount, Mary
triangular meet with South of Maatman of North Holland was
Expire*
June
16
fault llndln' "-Washington Star
operate one of the largest mill-work
Hruee or latuis B. Bruce are living or
the Mount of Olives (Zech. 14:4-9).
Grand Rapids and Grand Haven named president and Rev. J. Mindead, and that after diligentsearch and
II. Peter, James and John Repreplants
in
Michigan
can turn out all the
inquirythe names and whereabouts of the
lent Israel In the Flesh In Connecperson* Includedas defendant* without beExpires May 12
special work on any home with speed and quaing named are not known and cannot bo
tion With the Kingdom (v. 2).
STATE OF MICHIGAN
ascertained : and it furtherappearing from
Christ Is peculiarlythe King of
the cmquri court for
-aid Rill of Complaint that the corporate
,lity.
THE COUNTY OF OTTAW A
Israel. According to Ezekiel37 :21existenceof the said Spring lake Salt
In Chancery
Company ha* terminated and that it ha*
27, the Israelites are to he the cenin now and lei us furnish you plans, withoul
no officer or agent In this state main whom
tral people of the kingdom. This
TWENTIETH Jl DICIAL < IR< ITT
processmay lie served: and ll furthernppeople shall
gathered from
cost, for a beautiful low cost home.
Suit pending in the Circuit Court for pearing, from affidaviton file,that the
among the nations and united as the County of Ottawa. In Chancery, al defendantsMlllUon S. Cutler, France* Cutone in that kingdom, in their own Grand Haven Ol i the 24th day of March. ler and Mary Cutler Hardy are not resident* of the state of Michigan but reside
A. I' . IMS.
country.
In the stale of California:on motion of
1. Moses and Elias Appeared in Isaac Kouw and
LOUIS H. OSTF.RHOUS. attorneyfor the
Maude Kouw.
Plaintiff-, It Is ORDERED that the deGlory With Jesus (vv. 4-13). 3
Plaintiffs.
fendant* in this cause enter their apThese men in Hie glorified state
vs.
pearance thereinwithin three months from
are typical of the state of the E. P. Deacon and wife, If any,
the date of this order, and that the plain200
J. F. L>rd. Charles R. Rood.
saints in glory. Moses, who was Caleb F. Abbot. Aaron M. Goodtiff*rau«e copiesof this order lo he published and served in the manner and for
once denied an entrance into Pales- ... . and wife, if any. Henry
and within the time requiredhv law.
tine, appears now in glory repre- Moore. Fisher A. Harding. ReuORIF.N S. CROSS.
senting the redeemedof the Lord ben Moore, Edward G. Ryan.
CircuitJudge.
Thomas Saruent. The Estate of
LOUIS H. OSTF.RHOUS.
who shall pass through death Into Mfred D. Rathbono, deceased,
Attorney for Plaintiff*.
the kingdom. Multitudes of the and George W. Shear*, if living,
Itusinrss Address: Grand Hawn. Mich.
Lord’s own who have fallen asleep or their unknown heirs, devisees,
TO
THE SAID DEFENDANTS:
personal representatives,legaThe above entitledenuse is brought In
shall be awakened at Christ’s com- tee*. and assigns,if dead.
quiet
titleto n parcel of land in the Village
ing and pass into the kingdom.
Defendants.
of Spring I-ake. In Ottawa County. MichiElias representsthe redeemed who
gan, describedas folow*:—
Present : The Honorable Orlen S. Cross,
shall pass into the kingdom through
That |i*rt of Block 2 of live Village of
Cirruit
Judge.
Mill Point mow Spring lake) and the
translation. Some shall he living
Upon filing the bill of complaint in this Unnamed Street hotiveen Block* 2 and 3
upon the earth when the Lord cause, it appearing that it i* not known, described
as: commencingon the north line
Latest in
.1 “Service”
shall come, and they, without dy- nnd the plaintiff* after diligent searchand of Liberty Street at a point 36 feet east
ing, shall he changed and thus pass Inquiry have been unable to avertnlti of the southwest corner of said Block 2
whether the defendant*.E. P. Deacon nnd thence west 82 feet : thence north, parallel
into the kingdom (I Cor. 15 loO-IVl ;
wife, if any. J. F. Lord, Charle* R. Rond. with the east Hue of Block 3 and 20 feet
I Thess. 4:14-18).
Caleb F. Abbot, Anmn M. Goodnow nnd distant therefrom. 260 feet: thence eat
wife, if any, Henry M<*>re. Fisher A. Har- 82 feet : thence south, parallel with th<
1. Peter's proposal (vv. 5, 0).
Reuben Moore, Edward ti. Ryntt, west line of said Block 2 nnd 36 fret
So definitely was the method <»t ding,
Thomas Sargent, the Estate of Alfred D. distant therefrom.260 feet lo the place ot
the kingdom unfolded before Peter Ralhb'iie. deceased,and George W. Shiars, beginning.
that he proposedto erect taber- are living or dead, or where they may
LOUIS U, OSTF.RHOUS.
nacles for Christ, Moses and Elijah. reside if living, or whether the right, inAttorney for Plaintiffs.
terest. claim, lien, or possible right to the
It Is true that the unveilingof the
real estate hereinafter
described lias been
majestic person of Christ and the assigned to any person or person* or, fi
Ex pi rr* April It
or
panoramicdisplay of the kingdom dead, whether they have representatives
ORDER FOR APPEARANCE
where
some
or
any
of
them
reside or
somewhat disconcerted Peter; yet whether such fight, claim, lien or possible
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Holland
Office Cor. 8th
Colleg
he grasped its central meaning and right to the said followingdescribedreal In the Circuit Court for the County of
Ottawa in Chancery.
proposed to celebrate the advent estatehas been disitosed of hy will, and
of the kingdom which had been pre that the plaintiffs, after diligentsearch
James W. Oakes, Mary McMillan Oakes,
and inquiryto ascertainthe names of said Louis H. Ostcrhou*.Adeline J. Osterhou*.
figured in a tangible way.
persons included as defendants herein,
riBlntiffs.
2. The divine voice out of the have been unable to do so.
vi.
NOW THEREFORE, on motion of Diek- A. C. Douglas. Silas C. Hopkins. Myron
Operators
cloud (vv. 7, 8).
God declared Jesus to be Ills be- omn, Kollen & Ten Cate, attorneysfor the Harris. AlexanderBruce. Cornelia Complaintiffs, it is ordered that the said de- fort, Maria C. Barton, Hannibal A. Hopiiaimuiiiu
loved Son In whom He was well fendants,E. P. Deacon nnd wife, if any,
kins. John V. Hopkins.CatharineH
pleased. If one would know what J. F. I/>rd, Charles R. Rood, Caleb F. Ab- Smith. Ann P. Smith, Mordeeai L. HopIs plepslnk to God, let him study bot, Aaron M. Goodnow and wife, if any, kins, Alexander Bruce, Jr., George Bruee,
Henry Moore. Fisher A. Harding. Reuben
Jesus Chrfst, who perfectly did His Mwre, Edward G. Ryan. Thomas Sargent, Margaret Hruee, Jessie Bruee, Anne L.
Mount, Mary Bruee. I^nul* B, Bruee, SteFather’s will.
the Estateof Alfred I). Rathbono,deceased, phen Munroe, or their and each of their
and George W. Shears,and their res|tective unknown heir*, devisee*,legatees and as3. Jesus’ charge (vv. 9-13).
heirs, deviates, legatees, assign*, signs
He charged them that they should unknown
nnd personalrepresentatives, and everyone Spring Lake Salt Company, its officers
tell no man concerning the things of them, shall inter their appearance in
and Stockholders ;
which they had seen until he had this cause within three months from the Dwight Cutler. Jr., MillisonS. Cutler.
date
of
this order, and that within forty Esther Cutler Hagley, Frances Culler, Mary
risen from the dead.
days the plaintiffsshall cause this order to lie
Start a little ‘’Nest E|;gM savIV. A Demonstration of the Pur- published in the Holland . City News, a Culler Hardy,
Defendants.
ings account. You will mar*
pose of the Establishment of the newspaperprinted, published nnd circulated in the City of Holland, County of
Kingdom (vv. 14-29).
Suit pending in said court on the 28lh
vel at the savings mad« posand State of Michigan, and that day of January 1928.
When they descended from the Ottawa,
sible by making your
such publicationshall continue once each
In this cause it appearingfrom tire
mountain of transfigurationthey week for six weeks in succession.
sworn Bill of Complaint on file that the
wardrobe, as compared with
witnessed a great multitude In a
The above entitledcause concerns the above named A. C. Douglas,Sila* C. Hopthe price of ready mades.
state of perplexity.The immediate title to the following described premises kins. Myron Harr Ik. Alexander Bruee and
locatedin the Townshipof Olive. County
cause of this state was the grievous of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, i.* Stephen Munroe are dead, that It i« not
known whether or not Cornelia Comfort
conditionof a young man possessed follows :
Maria C. Barton, HannibalA. Hopkins,
More Clothe!for Lew Monty
PARCEL NO.
The Southwest fracJohn V'. Hopkins.Catharine H. Smith
of a demon (v. 18). The father of
tional Quarter (S.W. fr. 't) of See-* Ann P. Smith. Mordeeai- L. Hopkins. Alex
the young man had appealed to the
tion Twenty-one(21) Township Six
under Bruce, Jr., George Bruce, Margaret
disciplesto cast the demon out,
You can have two or even
(6) North of Range Sixteen (16)
Bruce, Jessie Bruee, Anne L. Mount. Mary
but they were unable to do so.
Wi
Brurt* or Louis B. Bruce arc living
three summer dresses for the
PARCEL
NO.
2.
The
Southeast
Quardead,
and
that
after
diligent
senreh
and
When they j ought him unto Jesus,
ter (S.E. '(I of Section Twenty-one
inquirythe name* a’nd whereabout* of the
price of
ready made.
the foul spirit was rebuked and
(21) Township Six 16) North of Range
person*included a* defendants without

V/

By Rer.

P. B. Fitzwater,D. D.
Dian, Moody B.blt Inttituto ot Chicago
(©. 1M». WMtern N>w»papfrUnion.)
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our Motto
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Phone
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the price of

Keep a record
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associated truck lines
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SCHOLTEN BROS.,

MO«e »vUv

At

S

>

:

ordinary gasoline

watch your expenses
make comparisons see for yourself
how much LESS it costs to run your
car on 400 “Extra Dry” than any other

Account

Start A Savings

,

^

own

I

gasoline that sells at the regular price.

t

ONE

Full mileage from every gallon.
Yes-and that’s only one of the
many good results you may expect
from this superior gasoline. In-

stant starting in any weather^
swift getaway when the green light
flashes ‘-acceleration that thrills
and exhilarates^ and in addition
to all this, a cleaner, sv. eeter-running motor with loss expense for

valve grinding and general overhauling.
The reason

Gasoline is refined by a rcvciu denary process that takes
• ,nly the miy; volatile elements from the
is plain

k-

vSlidl

{rude. It is extra dry, which means it is
ILL gasoline. Every drop vr.porizes every
particle is converted into power ^ there are
no impurities or greasy particles to clog up
the spark pk.!£s, pass the pistons unburned
and dilute the oil in the crankcase.

__
not

TCK>TTmN

Treat your car to thin better gasoline. You
will find it on sale at all Shell yellow-red
service stations and Shell Dealers at the regular price
net one cent extra for its extra
quality, or the extra service

it will give

came forth. This young

man’s
Sixteen (IB) West.
Dated Grand Haven, Michigan, March
state Is representativeof the na
29th,
1928.
tlons who are oppressed by the
ORIKN S. CROSS.
devil. Jnst as this young man was
CirruitJudge.
grievously oppressed, causing him Diekcma. Kollen and Ten Cate,
to cast himself into the fire nnd into
Attorney* for Plaintiff*.
Uusiness Address:
the waters, so the nations todaj
Holland.Michigan.
In their perplexity are doing the
COUNTERSIGNED:
things which will result In their
Alma Van Hussen.
Deputy Clerk of the Circuit Court in
own destruction. The devil will he
Chancery.
peculiarly active In the oppression
The sole and only purpose in bringim
of men nnd nations in the last days this suit i* to remove certainclouds from
This may account for the turmoil the record till* on the followingdescribe'
premise* locatedin the Township of Pori
among the nations today.
Sheldon,formerly Township of Olive,

11505 -Exp. April 14

STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probat^
Court for the County of Ottawa.
At a session of said Court, held aU
the Proh|te Office in the City of Grand
Haven in said County,on the 24th day
of March A. I)., 1928.
Present: Hon. James J. Oanhof,
Judge of Probate.

lieing named are not known and cannot be
ascertained;nnd It furtherappearing from
said Bill of Complaint that the rnrimrale
existenceof the said Spring Lake Salt
Company ha* terminated and that it has
no officeror agent in this state upon
whom process may be served: and it further apiiearing, fmm affidavit on file, that
the defendant* MillisonS. Cutler,Frances
Cutler and Mary Cutler Hardy are not
resident* of tlie state of Michigan but reside in the sate of California:on motion
of LOUIS H. OSTERHOU8. attorney for
the Plaintiffs, is I* ORDERED that the defondant* in this cause enter their appearance* thereinwithin three month* from the
date of this order, nnd that the plaintiffcause copiesof this order to Ik* published
and nerved in the manner for and within
County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan
the time required by law.
a* follows:
ORIEN S. CROSS.
PARCEL NO. 1. The Southwest fracCircuitJudge,
tional Quarter (S.W. fr. L) of Section
LOUIS H. OSTKRHOUS.
Twenty-one (211 Township Six (6)
Attorney for Plaintiffs
North of Range Sixteen (16) West.
BusinessAddress: Grand Havten,Mich.
PARCEL NO. 1. The SoutheastQuar- TO
THE SAID DEFENDANTS
PARCEL NO. 2. The SoutheastQuarThe above entitled cause Is brought to
ter (S.E. <() of Section Twenty-one
quiet titleto a parcel of land In the Village
(21) Township Six (6) North of
of Spring I<akc, in Ottawa County, MichiRange Sixteen (16) Wert.
gan. describedas follows:
Diekcma, Kollen & Ten Cfite.
That part of Blocks 1, 2 and 3 of the
Attorneys for Plaintiffs.
Village of Mill Point (now Spring Lake). om-c:

Vandenberg Bros.

D«y of July, A, D., 1928

HOLLAND'S 0‘ N OIL COMPANY

v

City News a newspaper printed and
circulated in said countv

JAMES

J.

DANHOF.

Judge of Probate.

A tru* copy—

^

,

Cora Vande Water,
Registerof Probate.

beginning.

LOUIS H. OSTKRHOUS

D. C., Ph. C.
OHIKOPItACTOrt

tovi*

AND

Attorney for Plaintiff*.

Sumv oaM
TO GET

Sewing Machines

all

17 West 8lhst.

•

I FORGOT ”> 0Rt>t* A
NEV4 Sm’et-Y Of
ICTTER-MEA03
WHOI THE

Engineering Service

URNiTURE

Company
an
Civil

Union Nat. Bank Bldg.
Engineering and Surveying

M. M.

BUC

K

Attorneys and Notarise.
I Phone
Muaaeton.Mich. |

2621

Wait. Buy Now.

AT-

MEYERS MUSK
P1AJ403 AND
l H S

H

HU01CAL

THUMCN

T3T

HOLLAND, MICH CAN

HOLLAND, MICH.

MORTGAGE^ALE

E. J. Bacheller,

a.”*?**''!!’,
31st

deceased.
It Is Further Ordered, That public
notice thereof be given by publication
of a copy of this order,once each week
for three successive weeks previous to
said day of hearing, in the Holland

Oil Co.!

Needles and Repairs for

MEYER MUSIC HOUSE

—

lo

New Home Sewing Machines

BOOBS

ten o'clock in the forenoon, said
time and place hereby appointed for
the examination and adjustment of
all claims and demands against said

K&lbt (HI

While Rotary and

Absent minded

at

c.jd

New

Holland City fiiate Bank
HopkinsStreet,the Unnamed Street be- II„..~ io.ll ;S0 A. M. 2-5, 7J« w *6
tween Blocks I and 2 on the east and
In the matter of the Estate of
Phon# 5JG6
Block 3 on the went, nnd the made land
When you begin advertising In thl* north
of Block* 1 and 3 described ns: comTeunis Ten Houten, Deceased
paper you start on the road to more mencing 20 feet east and 260 feet north of
htiKlnesB.There Is no better or cheap- the southeast corner of said Block 3:
It appearingto the court that the
time for presentation of claims against er medium for reaching the buyer*. thence north 80 degrees and 30 minute*
We
can also providePrinting of every west, 122.2 feet to a point 7U-j feet from
said estate should be limited, and that
and at right angle- with said east lire of
description.
a time andplade be appointed to reBlock 3 (If extended) ; thence north,paralleling the east line of said Block 3 (if exceive, examine and adjust all claims
tended). t»> the water* of Spring lake:
and demands against said deceased by
thenre along the water* of Spring lake,
and before said court:
northearterly,to the wext.Iine"f the
It is Ordered, That creditors of said
Slreng A Gilleand Subdivision of said
Block* I and 2: thence south,along said
deceased are required to present their
west line of the Strong & Gilleland Subdiclaims to said court at said Probate
vision to a point 82 feet east of the place
Officeon or before the
of lieginning ; thence west to the place ol

you.

Shell .
Motor Oil

No Need

Default having been made in the conditions of a certain mortgage
executed by J. P. O. deMauriac. (k»ld«
cioo deMuuriac, his wife, and Antoinctee
doMauriao. to People**State Bank on
fifth day of January, 1926. ABd mwrdod
in he off ire of the Registerfit Deed* for
Ottawa County, Michigan, on the »lxth
day of January. 1926. in
Mortgage* on Fere 634, on which mdMgage
there is claimed to be due at thii tune
for principal and interestthe sum of
17.242.66. and the further sum of III 8.41
for taxes unpaid on said property, nnd
due under the terms ef said mortgage,
and an attorney fee as provided In srfWI
mortgage, and no suit or proceeding*havI ing been instituted to recover the money*
I secured by said mortgageor any |«rt
. .
Notice i- bereby given that by virtue
lot the power of sale conUincd in said
mortgage, and the statute in such rase
niade nnd provided,on Monday,the 14lli
I'Liy of May. 1928. at ten o dock ih
I forenoon, the underaigned will, at the
: front tloor of the Court House in the City
1 of Grand Haven, in the said County
| Ottawa. Michigan, sell at public auction
l to the highestbidder,the premises
describedin said mortgage, or ao much
I thereof as may be nereawryto pay the
amount then due on said mortgage and
! .11 Ircal costs, said premia* being

£

i

UterJU*

thereof.

he

of

'l'

ilm*

Numbcr°Thrre" (3) of Block Number

I

PEOPLE’S STATE BANK.
1

Parsons, M

Dated February 6. 1928.
Robinson k
Attorney, for Mortgagee.
|
1

I

-

*

•

7
J

-

1
|

S'l
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THE HOLLAND CUT NEWS
Dr. and Mrs. C. J. Abbott are
Frances Ten Cate spent the week
Joseph Streur of Chicago, spent Joseph Ambler, 68, died in his
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Brink were
touring Northern Michigan.
end with her uncle and aunt, Mr. Easter with his parents, Mr. and home in Mount Pleasant. He was pleasantly surprised Wednesday
and Mrs. B. Vander Ploeg.
Mrs. H. Streur.
2
evening at their home on West
Clasais Zeeland of the Christian
Thirty-second street. The occasion
Reformed church meets in regular
Margaret De Weerd, a teacher in
Wilfred Armbruster of Chicago,
Raymond Schuurman was fined being their twentieth wedding anMr. Hub. Harrington and daugh- session May 9th, in the parlors of
Vassar High School spent Easter spent Easter with his parents, Mr. $11.85 for reckless driving and Wat- niversary. Various games were
ter are on their way back from the First Christian Reformed
vacation with her parents, Mr. and and Mrs. George Armbruster.
son Spoelstra $10 and costs for were played. The couple received
Florida.
(church at Zeeland, Mich. Meeting Mrs. Walter De Weerd.
using profane language in the beautiful and useful gifts. A two'begins at 9:15 A. M. Zeeland time.
Raymond Cook of California is presence of a woman by Justice course luncheon was served by
Mr. George Steketee. coach at
Mrs. Ben James, who has been in Holland visiting his mother, Mrs. Charles K. Van Duren Friday af- Mrs. W. Postma and Mrs. J. ZoerVassar High School spent vacation
ternoon. Both are high school boys hof. The guest of honor was Mrs.
The fire loss in Ottawa county spending her winter in Hot Springs, B. Cook of Lugers’ crossing.
with his parents.
and both pleaded guilty to the J. Postma of Anton, Iowa. The
last year was >135,911.53 as com- Arkansas, has returned to her sumMr. Elton Hansen, former night charges which grew out of trouble other guests present were: Mr.
pared with $103,363.15in 1926. mer home, 27 West Eighteenth
Mrs. J. Harvey entertained a There were 186 fires in 1926 and
chef in the Wooden Shoe Diner, has with young men who went riding and Mrs. William Postma, Mr. and
street, Holland.
number of her friends at her home 289 in 1927.
accepted a position as sales man- with two local girls. The above Mrs. Abil Postma, Mr. and Mrs.
in Laketown.
ager for the Elcar Products corpor- boys followed along hooting and John Zoerhof, Mrs. Grace Postma,
The lecture that was to have been ation of Washington, D. C. His
cat-calling, together with two other Mrs. Peter Kool, Anton Zoerhof,
Miss fiat
....OO
Martha
ilia uaifti'iiiu
Barkema is
l» again
given April 12 by Dr. Clarence
Three beautiful painted bulletinlakinK charge of her French classes Bouwma in the Central Avenue territory is to be the state of Mich- local boys, and otherwise annoying Clarence Stielstra,Minnie Brink,
igan.
the couples. The marshal at Zee- and Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Brink.
boards, 10 by 50 feet, advertising al HoPe college. Mrs. Chris A. De
Christian Reformed church has
land tried to arrest them when they
the Warm Friend Tavern, arc being J°n8c> of Zeeland, formerly Miss
been postponed to Friday, April 27,
Doris Woodall and John Bouw- made sharp runs at their rival’s
placed at the approaches to Holland 'lar>°oVan Drezer of Holland, has
PORT
at 7:30 o'clock.
man have resumed their studies at car, but was unsuccessful.Com
by the City Sign Company. One bef,n substituting for her at the
Senior High School after an -ab- plaint was made and Holland police
has already been placed at the in- collegefor the past five weeks,
Joan Wassenaar, Katherine Wassence of several weeks because of made the arrests.
tersectionof the Alpena and
.
”
Miss Mary Shipek, who has been
senaar, Retta Pas and Henrietta
an appendixoperation. Josephine
kazoo roads to catch the eye of the T"0 c'v'* cases were heard in ciron the sick list for some time, is
Althuis, teacher in Flint high school
many tourists who will ^isit the cuit court by Judge Orien S. Cross and who spent vacation with their Ayres is absent due to an operation C. W. Dornbos, Leonard Over- gradually regaining health.
bcek, Dick Leestma and Bert Barenew state park. Two more of the The judge heard the testimony and respectiveparents in Holland, have for appendicitis.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sperry of
man of Holland, took part in the East Paris road, Grand Rapids
same size will be put up within a ^0(,k the matters under considerationreturned to their duties.
Rev. J. F. Heemstra, pastor of smelt fishing at Beulah last week. were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
month, one on the pike north
return his findings later. The
the Fourth Reformed church, has They had to wait an hour and a Hulbert over Sunday.
the city and one on the Grand Rap- cases were those of G. J. Keefe,
C. M. Bradley’s barber shop has receiveda call from the Hudsonville
ids road. The sign reads: Warm Adm. vs. the Bush & Lane Piano
Mr. and Mrs. William Oltman Too many men make money at something they
been moved from Post’s pool hall, Reformed church which he ha? half in the rain until state police
Friend Tavern is All th- Name Im- Co., and one brought by the same
gave
the
word
that
all might fish. of Grand Rapids were at the
74 East 8th street, to a new location
how to do and lose it “dabbling1 at things they know
taken under consideration.
plies.” It has a large picture of plaintiff against the Farrand Piano
Lights were turned on at that time beach looking after their interon the other side of the street at
the tavern
j Co.
and about 2,000 men waded into the ests there.
about.
65 East 8th.
The choral society of the Four- creek, which is normally about four
Township officerselected were:
teenth Street Christian Reformed feet wide and two feet deep.
Abraham Anys, supervisor; WilMrs. Carl A. Isherwood and son,
Take your Banker into your confidenceand
bechurch rendered their cantata, “Imliam Sankey, clerk; John Neycamp,
Bruce of Chicago visited at the
manuel,” to a full auditorium. The
into some deal which may cause you a
home of Mr. and Mrs. George E. crowd was exceptionallylarge, tak- A kitchen shower was given by treasurer; Henry Van Eyke, high- fore you
Miss Virginia McBride at her home way commissioner.
Clementsfor a few days.
ing into considerationthe rainy 280 college avenue in honor of Miss
Sunday visitors at the beach en- BIG LOSS.
weather. All the solos, duets, and Frieda Boone Friday evening. A joyed seeing a pair of beautiful
Edward Cook of Lugers’ crossing
Slarl Saving Regularly Now!
music of the chorus were greatly dinner was given and the table white swans swimming gracefully
was removed to his home Saturday
enjoyed by the assembly.
decorationswere of green and yel- about the bay.
after spending five weeks in the
Invite
low. The kitchen utensilsreceived Dr. William Depiledge of Cozy
Holland hospital for treatment.
a former residentand business man by Miss Boone were also of green
Covert cottage is beautifying his
of Allegan, operating a wool mill and yellow. The evening was spent
grounds by setting out a mixed
Frank Whelan of Brocton, Mass.,
some 20 years ago.
in playing bridge. Prizes were won variety of young trees.
formerly superintendentof the Holby Miss Mae Elouise Westveer, first Alvin B. Charter, 23, Holland;
land Shoe Company, was in the city
Herman Krommedyk was fined $5 and Mrs. L. Nee, second.
Dora Roelofs, 19, Hamilton.
the city for a few days on business.
includingthe costs by Justice
Kenneth Don Fees, 22, Holland;
Charles K. Van Duren on the
Miss Fannie Fern Fisher, a re- Shalla Vibber, 21. Lake Odessa.
Hans Knutson from tbe Chicago charge of being drunk.
tired Missionary from Indin, gave Harrv Poynter. 24, Zeeland; MyrDental College spent Easter with
"Home of the Thrijhf
a spiritual message, which was very tie Webb, 23, Zeeland.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
Henry Schuil of Grand Rapids, inspirationalat the meeting of the John H. Vruggink. 22. Blendon;
Knutson.
state supervisor of rearing ponds, Foreign Missionary society of the
Minnie Ter Haar, 22, Blendon.
was in Holland Friday and he and Methodist church Thursday after- Jacob G. Kssenburg,25. Blendon;
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Buddeke and his assistantran the levels for the
noon. For devotionals preceding Josephine Jekel, 21, Holland.
daughter, Mary, of Wheaton, 111.,
new ponds of the Holland Game and Miss Fisher’stalk Mrs. Elsie Gunn
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Fish Club. They showed the com- gave a candle service at which the
Petersonat Lakewood Farm.
OLIVE
mittee of the local club wher the ladies pledged stewardship of their
The test of life or death occur* for every chick during the firstfew
ponds should be placed and actual time and prayers and money. Rea />« ite l«f* If
----- ___ __ :ti ___ it
Week* of it* life. If you can raise every normal chick you will be well
Doll Goodhart and family of
freshments were served by Mrs.
repaid for your trouble, and make a handsome profit,as losses by death Grand Rapids, and Mrs. Orpba De work will begin next week in makThe followingofficers were
are really doublelosses,loss of the egg-hatchingexpense and chick, and
ing the necessary exacavations. It Clarence Fairbanks and her com- elected or re-electedin Olive: SuFeyter of the lake shore visited at
loss of the future profitfrom it if it grew to maturity.
mittee.
is hoped to have the job completed
pervisor, Ph. H. Vinkemulder;
Baby chick* eat very
sv./ uiuc.
little. A )juuiiu
pound u*
of •'SUrtrite"
omnrue WllCK
Chick root
Food will the home of Mr. and Mrs. L. Kline,
••***« KaaKaa
L
U
_______ ___ • J Sin . «
•» *
in a few weeks.
clerk, Markus Vinkemulder;treas270 Lincoln avenue. Mr. Goodhart
Mrs. Bernard Coster celebrated
row wiui Duucrmiia anu raise every normal
her seventiethbirthday at her home urer, Franklin Veldheer: Hgy. comduck, ordinaryproper care being given. It is the one completefood on is a son of Mrs. Bogart and Mrs. De
A birthday party was held at the
which you take no chances.
Feyter a daughter of Mrs. Kline. home of Harm Knoll route No. 4 211 West Seventeenth street, Thurs- missioner, Chris Stremler: justice
YOUR MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFACTORY
day evening. She was presented full term. Fred E. Stone; hoard of
Wednesday night in honor of GerPacked in 4-lb. cartons; 10-23-50 and 100-Ib. bag*
John Pieper, local optometrist, rit Ter Horst. The evening was wiUi a beautiful bridge lamp. A review, Maurice Luidens; overseer
has returned to his office after at- spent in games and dancing. Re- dainty two-course lunch was served in road, district No. 1. Leon
Rozema; No. 2, Harm Kuite; No.
For Sale By:
tending a graduate clinic in diagno- freshments were served. Those by Mrs. Walter Coster and Mrs. A.
3. Peter Wolters; No. 4. Albert J.
sis and treatment of obscure eye present were Hilda Hansen, Johan- Rummeler. Ralph Bouwman acted
Knoll. Four constables were
Austin Harrington, Holland, Mich!
troubles conductedby Dr. A. M. na Knoll, Mildred Dekker, Marie as toastmaster.Games and music
made
up
the
evening’s program, elected. Comie Vanden Burg, HerSkeffington,
in
Detroit.
The
clinic
Van Wezel, Helen Eberhart, Olga
Henry Ver Huk, Holland, Mich., R. F. D. 8
man Shoemaker. Albert Amoldink
is one of 44 being conducted in the Eberhart, WilhelminaKnoll, Gerrit those winning prizes being Mrs.
and Lew De Weerdt. It was the
Steffens Bros., 288 W. 14th St., Holland, Mich.
United States and Canada.
Ter Horst, Ray Knoll, Henry Van Wm. Topp, Albert Bouwman and
Nich Van Dyke. A duet was sung largest election held in several
Wezel, Ben Ter Horst, Paul Denby Mrs. H. Bos rfnd Mrs. L. Kam- years, with a vote of 248. Hoover
sen.
meraad and a reading was given by received a good supoort with 149 j
Henry Vanden Brink. The out-of- votes to his credit. Smith received
The Hope College baseball schedtown guests were Mr. H. Coster of 30
ule is: Apjil 14, Kalamazoo NorGrand Haven and Mrs. H. Boss of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Van Per
Highcst\QualityMerchandist
mal, there; April 21, Albio> there;
Money Saving Price
Chicago. The other guests were Zwaag are the proud parents of
April 25, Kalamazoo College,here;
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bouwman, Mr. a bahv boy horn April 4.
April 28. Hillsdale, there, two and Mrs. A. Bouwman, Mr. and
Allie, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
games; May 5. Kalamazoo College, Mrs. Walter Coster, Mr. and Mrs.
Veldheer, has hired out to Franklin
there; May 12, Olivet,here; May Henry Sprick, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Veldheer for the coming year.
19, Olivet,there; May 23, Albion, Vander Ven. Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Charles Bartels is reshingling
here; June 6. Michigan State Col- Boss,- Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Kamhis bam.
lege, there. Negotiations are pend- meraad, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Topp.
ing for two games with Alma, two Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Tibbe, Mr. and
Beautify your Cemetery lot with a guaranwith Mt. Pleasant and one with St. Mrs. Art Rummeler, Mr. and Mrs.
IN
teed monument or marker. Call and see
Mary.
Nick Van Dyke.
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heating plan is triple-checked.
Comfort, fuel savings of 20% to
40%, absolute cleanliness,healthful automatic humidity, utmost
convenience— all are guaranteedby
an ironclad bond hacked by our entire resources. Low winter prices
are now in effect. As little as $15
down puts the modern Holland Va-
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You pay for comfort. Arc you getting it? HoUand VaporaircHeating is right in principle.Floors
are warm when you get up
warm all day— warm when you go
to bed. Heat is yours to command.
Seconds change cold to comfort.
Every room is bathed in clean,

2 lbs. 25c
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operated on for appendicitis.
Gypsies came through here Monday and stopped at the different
business places.
Miss Johanna Timmer, who is a
teacher at Calvin College was home
Sunday.
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Thelma Schrotenboeris at the
Holland hospital where she was
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